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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The effects on man from exposure to long duration weightlessness as
experienced in space flight are unknown. NASA's Office of Advanced Research
and Technology has structured an experiment known as the Orbiting Experiment
for Study of Extended Weightlessness with the primary purpose of studying the
effects of long-term weightlessness, up to one year duration, on two unrestrained
rhesus macaca mulatta monkeys (see Ref. l).
Early in 19^ 7 > NASA commissioned both Lockheed Missiles and Space Company
and Northrop to study and develop conceptual designs of both the payload and
spacecraft systems required to support such an experiment (see Refs. 2 and 3).
The results produced spacecraft concepts similar in design. However, the two
companies developed two quite different design approaches in the equipment
required to support the primate. After careful study of both designs, both
of which seemed sound on paper, NASA commissioned Lockheed and Northrop to
fabricate and acceptance test the primate support systems. The hardware,
known as the Technical Feasibility Demonstration Models, were completed and
tested by each manufacturer and sent to the Naval Aerospace Medical Institute,
Naval Aerospace Medical Center, Pensacola, Florida, the principal investigator
facility, for extensive testing and performance evaluation (see Refs. k and 5).
The first test series, Phase 1, started 2k October 1969 with NAMI test
primate 2Z4 in the Lockheed TFDM and primate 3Z2 in the Northrop TFDM. The
test was terminated on 18 December 1969, completing 55 successful days of
testing. While much behavioral data relative to the primates was obtained,
the main yield was engineering information on all hardware systems. These
data provided a basis for concept evaluation as well as revealing which hardware
items needed design modifications in order to provide performance required.
A second test series, known as TFD Phase II, Behavioral Protocol test,
was conducted under NAMI direction. Both Northrop and LMSC, as well as NASA-
Langley Research Center, participated in the refurbishment of the test hard-
ware. One LMSC technician assisted NAMI personnel during the test period.
The test was started in May 1970 and terminated November 1970, successfully
completing 18^  days of testing. At test completion, both primates were in
good health. Again, long-duration testing defined problem areas in some
hardware items with respect to reliability. During this test period, the
Northrop feeder and the Lockheed exerciser gave considerable trouble and
required service and adjustments during the test period. Problems in the
behavioral programmer, TV system and bio-instrumentation were also encountered.
Post-test debriefings and study of the failures indicated that problem sub-
systems needed some redesign and refurbishment with fault detection instru-
mentation added.
As a result of this evaluation and the need for a 60-day medical proto-
col test, NASA contracted LMSC to refurbish the TFDM hardware and conduct a
60-day TFD Phase III test at NAMI, Pensacola, Florida. This report covers
the refurbishment and Phase III test in detail.
At the completion of the Phase II test, a planning meeting was held at
NAMI for the purpose of defining tasks to be accomplished during the Phase
III medical protocol test. On 20 November 1970, a detailed OFE/TFIM Refurbish-
ment List was completed indicating all action items with completion dates
indicated based on a Phase III medical protocol test start of k February 1971.
In late November 1970, the Northrop and Lockheed complete TV systems were
seat to Cohu Electronics, the manufacturer, for complete service. The follow-
ing items were removed and sent to LMSC, Sunnyvale, California, for refurbish-
ment and calibration:
o Lockheed feeder lip device
o Lockheed exerciser
o Northrop drinking water system
o Bio-telemetry transmitters for calibration and selection
The Lockheed technical support personnel arrived at NAMI on k January
1971> and "the engineering support personnel on 5 January 1971» During the
month of January, some 3^  refurbishment items were worked and completed.
On 7 February 1971* a complete systems run was conducted on both the
Lockheed and Northrop TFEM's. The complete systems run resulted in five
discrepancies, none of which affected the correct and proper operation of
the TFEM's; all were corrected without delay to the tests.
On 8 February 1971> "the Phase III 60-day medical protocol test started
with the insertion of the primates into the TFEM's.
A complete test log was maintained and both engineering data and
behavioral data were recorded and plotted. By keeping a cross-check with
the engineering data, it was possible to detect hardware performance degrada-
tions and perform maintenance on hardware that would prevent later subsystem
failure. As an example, the Northrop food and water lip switch voltages were
monitored and adjusted daily from the control console, thus preventing voltage
drift and subsystem failure. This approach was used to prevent failure of
equipment which would affect the behavior of the primates.
The test was concluded on 6 April 1971 > completing 57 days of testing.
The primates were in good health at 99$ of their previous maximum weight.
During the 57 days of testing, considerable data was obtained and is
presented in the test results section of this report. It is difficult to
summarize the test results without detail discussion. However, several
major points can be concluded from the Phase III test as well as those
which preceded it. These major points are presented below:
® The additional instrumentation added to both Northrop and Lockheed
TFEM's as well as test support equipment did reduce the number of
component failures.
© Entries into the TFIM's to service equipment were reduced to 7
entries for the Phase III test as compared to 63 for the Phase
II test. This was due to several factors:
1. An engineering and technical support team was in attendance
30 minutes before and 30 minutes after the 1^ -hour daylight
portion of the test, 7 days a week.
2. While both the Lockheed and Northrop TFIM's, including the
test support equipment, had accumulated a total of 239
test days since delivery of the new hardware in August
' of 1969, the Phase III refurbishment placed a.11 equipment
in a better operational condition than any previous test.
3. The Phase II test was of 6 months duration and the Phase III
test of 2 months duration. However, if the Phase III test
had continued for 6 months and the TFEM entry rate remained
the same (7 per 2-month period), one could project a total
of 21 TFEM entries for the 6-month period, which would be
well below previous test experience.
k* Testing during Phase I and II provided test experience that
indicated the weak points of the hardware, making it clear
which items needed rework during the Phase III refurbishment
period.
5. Excellent cooperation existed between the contractors, NASA,
NAMI, and Yerkes Regional Primate Research Center.
© The complete test series proved that hardware can be built to support
the needs of unrestrained rhesus primates for periods of from 6 months
to one year duration.
© The test series provided baseline information from which hardware
selections can be made.
o The testing proved that hardware must be of the best possible design
and manufacturing quality if it is to operate without a change in
performance. This point is very Important if the experiment is
unattended for long periods of time without service and maintenance.
Any change in the performance characteristics has a direct effect
on animal behavior.
8 While all TFDM hardware was of the development type and not considered
flight prototype, certain hardware concepts were proved "by test
performance and selections can be made of these which should receive
considerations for flight prototype development. Details are in the
Conclusions and Recommendations section of this report. The selections
are presented below:
1. Cage/Retrieval System Northrop
2. TV System Northrop
3. Waste Management System Northrop/Lockheed
k. Feeder Lockheed
5. Waterer Lockheed
6. Feeder Lip Device Development Required
7. Water Lip Device Development Required
8. Behavioral Task Panel Lockheed
9« Exerciser Northrop
10. Biomedical Monitoring System Development Required
Consideration was given to the development of hardware to support the
primate for durations up to one year. As originally conceived, OPE was
planned to be a separate spacecraft and be flown as a part of the Apollo
Applications Program, with return of the primates to earth by a subsequent
AAP flight aboard the Command Module. This unattended long-duration mission
places very stringent requirements on «-ii hardware elements, since service
and maintenance are not possible. Mission yield and success would be greatly
enhanced by putting man in the loop to service and maintain the hardware and
to make additional medical measurements of the primates.
Consideration should be given to flying OPE onboard the Skylab vehicles
scheduled for flight beginning in 1973 > where the primates could stay on orbit
for long durations and the flight crews could be changed every 28 or 56 days.
The primates could be returned to earth as required during the crew-change
period. (See Ref. 6.)
It is recommended that further development in design fabrication and
testing be done on the following hardware items as a result of performance
levels during the TFDM test series:
© Feeder Lip Device
c Water Lip Device
o Biomedical Monitoring
The TFDM's being ground test models, did not employ a primate mass
measurement system which would work in both the zero and one-g environments.
So no real evaluation from the TFDM test series can be made relating to
flight hardware. However, Northrop Corporation, under contract with NASA-
LRC, has developed a mass measurement system for OHS which is currently
being tested. (See Ref. 7») It is recommended that further development
work be done on this system.
In addition, the retrieval canisters used for the TFIM's did not have
the life support systems required to maintain the metabolic requirements
of the monkey during the return to earth» It is recommended that this sub-
system be designed, fabricated, and tested.
TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY DEMONSTRATION MODEL REQUIREMENTS
Tvro OPE/TFDM concepts - one designed and built by Northrop, the other
by Lockheed - represented two different design approaches to the same set
of NASA requirements and guidelines.
The OHS total system pay load requirements call for two primates, with
each primate in a separate cage Joined at one common point known as the
social window. Since NASA wanted ,to demonstrate hardware concepts, as well
as interaction between the primates, it was defined that Northrop build one
cage assembly based on their concept and Lockheed build a cage assembly based
on their design. Each cage,was to interface and mate at the social window.
Requirements
Primate
Mission Duration
Cage Volume
Social Window
Atmosphere
Pressure
Temperature
Humidity
Oxygen concentration
C02 concentration
NHo concentration
Other trace contaminants
Air Velocity in cage
Bleed flow
Food
Amount
Type
Dispenser performance
Water
Amount ^
Type
Microbiological level
Dispenser performance
One 6 Kg male rhesus (macaca mulatta)
6 months to 1 year
25 cubic feet
10 inch width
18 inch height
Three 1/k inch vertical bars on
2-1/2 inch centers
Ambient (approximately 1^ .7 psia)
77° + i°F (adjustable to 70° to 80°F)
Ambient i'
Ambient
Ambient
3.5 mg/nP maximum
0.1 of Industrial Threshold Limit
Values
30 fpm average
12 cfm
85,000 0.6 gm tablets
Pelleted .hxrina Monkey Chow
0.75 sec delivery time
5 sec recycle time
385 lb
Filtered) heat sterilized, tap water
< 10 bacteria/ml
0.75 sec delivery type, 5 sec recycle
time, 3 cc/actuation (adjustable
from 1-5 cc/actuation)
TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY DEMONSTRATION MODEL DESCRIPTION
The TFDM's comprise all subsystems of the experiment which interface
with the animal except for zero gravity mass measurement, atmosphere re-
generation, and life support systems for the retrieval canisters. An earth-
gravity load cell mass measurement was used by both contractors in lieu of
the proposed flight systems (radiation attenuation for Lockheed and adiabatic
compression mass/volume measurement system for Northrop). Atmosphere regenera-
tion is achieved by bleeding a portion of the circulating air stream from the
cage and replenishing the same amount from the test laboratory ambient
atmosphere. In this section, major elements of both the Lockheed and Northrop
TFDM's are described.
The Lockheed TFDM
The TFDM mechanical assembly is the residence of the primate test subject.
The cage subsystem, which is a vertical cylinder 3^  inches in diameter and
k8 inches high, contains fans, lights, TV, microphone, loud speaker, retrieval
canister, and exerciser in the ceiling; retrieval in the floor; and food and
water dispensers, TV, noxious stimulus jets, activity sensors, antennae,
social window, and behavioral task panels in the wall. The wall is lined
with a thin sheet of stainless steel which may be retracted, forcing the
primate to a position directly over the retrieval actuator and under the
retrieval canister. The retrieval actuator then translates the primate
into the retrieval canister. The canister is then detached, simulating
a flight retrieval.
Located around the outside of the cage are the watering subsystem,
feeder, liner retraction mechanism, air ducts, and pneumatic valve panel.
The cage and its appurtenances are supported by an aluminum structure
which closely resembles the spacecraft design. This structure consists of
an upper and lower deck which connect with the upper and lower ends of the
cage. Vertical beams also span the distance between these two decks. Sus-
pended from the lower deck is the fiberglass waste management assembly.
Four structural brackets on the lower deck are the primary hard support
points for the TFDM mechanical assembly. Two hard points on the upper deck
are used to eliminate swaying. (See Figure 1.)
Cage Subsystem.- The cage subsystem provides the basic containment of
the test subject and provides support to, or interfaces with, all other sub-
systems. It is a vertical cylinder 3^  inches in diameter and 48 inches high,
supported by an aluminum structure which closely resembles the proposed flight
design. This wall is lined with a 0.016 inch thick retractable sheet of
stainless which is an integral part of the primate retrieval system. The
10 inch wide and 18 inch high social window in the wall of the cage, which
is aligned with a similar window in the Northrop cage, permits visual, audi-
tory and tactile contact between primates.
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Retrieval Subsystem.- Primate retrieval is accomplished by slowly rolling
up the 0.016 inch cage liner until a tube 14 inches in diameter is formed
between a piston in the floor of the cage and a retrieval canister in the
ceiling of the cage. The prijnate is captured within the liner as it rolls
up from the 3^  inch diameter to the 14 inch diameter, which in turn places
the primate directly over the center of the retrieval piston. Actuation
of the piston inserts the primate into the canister. The retrieval piston
latches into the bottom ring of the retrieval canister to form an airtight
seal. The actuator telescoping piston is disengaged from retrieval piston
by shearing a pin, thus releasing the piston from the actuator, permitting
the retrieval canister to be removed from the cage assembly with the primate
inside the canister. (See Figure 2.)
The Lockheed retrieval system also employs the use of a movable floor
mechanized to impact a momentum to the primate, in the event of death, in
an upward direction just prior to closing the louvers in the floor. This
momentum ensures that the primate will not be pinched by the closing louvers.
(See Figure 3.) The movable louvers, when in their normal open position, form
a bar-like cage floor to permit the relatively free passage of air and waste.
Prior to the retraction of the liner, the louvers are closed to form a flat
floor across which to sweep the primate, via the moving wall, to a position
over the retrieval piston.
Air Circulation and Temperature Control Subsystem.- This subsystem main-
tains a continuous uniform flow of conditioned air at slightly above atmos-
pheric pressure through the cage from top to bottom. The major components
of the system are:
9 Inlet and exhaust vents interfacing with the laboratory ambient
atmosphere
e Two 12 CFM fans - one operating, one standby - moving air from
laboratory atmosphere to cage atmosphere
o Two 200 CFM fans - one operating, one standby - recirculating air
within the cage
« Cage roof plenum, return ducts, and exhaust ducts
o Temperature sensors
o Differential pressure sensors
o Heaters
o Fan check valves
Temperature control system consists of a console-mounted indicating
temperature controller and electrical heaters which are mounted in the air
circulation ducts. The heaters are arranged in two heat range steps and
each step is equally divided between the two ducts. In operation, cage air
enters the duct and flows past the heater elements. Heated air then passes
11
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Figure 3 Lockheed Movable Floor and Louvers
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into the roof plenum, where streams from both ducts are mixed, and finally
passes through the inlet plenum and into the cage. The temperature sensing
probe for the controller is located in the inlet plenum close to the inlet
of the cage.
The system is designed to hold the cage inlet air temperature at 70°-80°F
+_1°F under ambient (65°F) conditions, a circulation rate of 200 CFM, and a
nominal make-up of air flow rate of 12 CFM. The air circulation system can
be seen in Figure k.
Waste Management Subsystem.- The waste management subsystem operates
passively on the principle of phase separation of solids, liquids, and gases
by utilizing air flow. Solids are trapped by:
o Passing of all air flow through 8 mesh screens.
o Action of air flow and earth gravity and louvered floor open to
feces basket.
o Intermittent operation of 2000 CM fan.
Liquids are trapped by:
o Inertial separation of liquid droplets by quick change of direction
of air flow. (See Figure 4.)
o Retention of droplets in wicking material by surface tension and
capillary action.
o Phosphoric acid impregnation of the fiberglass wicking absorbs any
ammonia which is generated from urea breakdown and in addition acts
as a bactericide.
The constant purging of approximately 5»6$ (12 CFM) of the circulating air
purifies the remaining gasses and carries off water vapor released by the
entrapped droplets. Collected solids are air dried and soon stabilize with
respect to bacteriological activity.
Feeder System.- The feeder utilizes the highly volumetrically efficient
concept of random bulk storage characterized as the "gumball machine" princi-
ple. The food tablets are contained between two conical surfaces in a vertical
cylindrical canister 18 inches in diameter and 39 inches high. Near the bottom
of the canister is a cup device which protrudes into the cage when the feeder
is mounted on the cage wall.
Below the lower conical surface is a mechanism which rams a tablet at
a fixed index station out through the center of the lip device. Seventy-two
1-tablet capacity cups, located on the perimeter of the lower conical surface
are kept filled by action of the two conical surfaces and by a pattern of
ridges on the interior surfaces of the feeder.
2000 CFM FAN
200 CFM FANS (2)
250 W
HEATERS (2)
12 CFM FROM
LABORATORY
6 CFM
TO VENT
TEMP SENSORS (2)
6 CFM
TO VENT
FECES BASKET
PHOSPHORIC ACID
IMPREGNATED, HEAT FELTED
FIBERGLASS WICKING
Figure 4 Lockheed Air Circulation and Temperature
Control System
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The feeder cycle takes somewhat less than 5 seconds. It consists of
the following:
o Initiation "by a programmed arming signal together with actuation
of the lip device by the primate
o Ramming of a tablet through the lip device 0.75 second later
o Retraction of the ram and indexing of the lower conical surface
one division.
Two redundant motors provide motive power to the mechanism and three
pairs of redundant microswitches sense the following events:
o Lip switch actuation
o Tablet delivered
o Cycle complete.
During normal operation, the behavioral programmer provides an arming
signal to the feeder logic card. This signal enables one input of a two
input "and" gate. The other input is enabled by the lip switch actuation
signal. Thus, when the programmer arms the feeder logic and the primate
activates the lip device, the system transfers to the cycling mode and the
feeder motor starts. Figure 5 shows the feeder, lip device, index wheel
and food tablets.
Waterer Subsystems.- The required 385 pounds of water is stored in two
spherical bladder tanks. A pressurant of dry nitrogen is admitted to the
top of each tank. The subsystem operating pressure is 35 psig. The system
design features include the following:
o The entire system can withstand complete evacuation without harm.
This is required during the sterilization process using a 10%
ethylene oxide 90$ CO gas mixture.
o A system of solenoid valves, aliquot accumulators, and a lip
device which protrudes through the wall of the cage provides
means for delivering a measured amount of water to the primate.
o A microbial filter prevents micro-organisms from traveling from
the lip device back to the supply tanks.
o Sampling ports for monitoring water quality.
Operation of the water system is initiated by the behavioral programmer
arming signal, together with actuation of the lip device by the primate.
This results in the delivery of a measured amount of water through the lip
device 0.75 second later. The aliquot accumulators then recharge and are
ready for the next reward.
16
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The aliquot accumulators have provisions for adjusting both the volume
delivery and discharge pressure. Sets of redundant microswitches sense the
following events:
o Lip switch actuation
o Water delivered (accumulator empty)
o Cycle complete (accumulator full)
The two aliquot accumulators and their associated valves are redundant
(one set operating, one set standby). The entire assembly is located on a
panel which is easily removable for replacement with a spare. A cross-
connect valve permits either or both of the supply tanks to supply water
to the aliquot accumulators. Figure 6 shows the two storage tanks and
the flow control valve panel.
Behavioral Task Sub system. - The behavioral task subsystem consists of
the cue devices, response mechanisms and reward devices required to imple-
ment the behavioral task regimen which is controlled by the Northrop designed
and built behavioral programmer supplied as GSE to Lockheed.
The tasks of the behavioral regimen are as follows:
o Lever response tasks - Timing - Tim, Vigilance - Vig, and Interlock -
Ilk.
o Avoidance task
o Exerciser task
The lever response tasks use three back-lighted windows as cue devices.
Each window surrounds one of the three response levers located on the behavioral
panel assembly. This assembly mounts to the cage wall and out of reach of
the other primate housed in the adjacent cage. The lens are circular and
made of colored acrylic; blue for Tim, yellow for Vig, and red for Ilk. The
1-inch response levers move upward approximately 0.25 inch and require a
force of approximately 3 ounces to actuate.
A correct response by the primate results in the lighting of the white,
circular "reward available" windows surrounding the feeder lip switch and
the waterer lip switch, located just above the row of response levers.
The cue to the avoidance task is a 10 second, 10 KHz warning tone. Proper
response requires the primate to enter the retrieval canister prior to cessation
of the tone. If the primate enters the retrieval canister, the presence sensor
in the canister actuates a signal light on the control console and disables
the noxious stimuli which are initiated if the primate fails to respond in
time.
18
Figure 6 Lockheed Water Storage Tanks with Center
Mounted Plow Control Valves
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The noxious stimuli consist of high velocity air streams from 13 pulsating
air jets. They are located in the cage as follows:
o Four on the floor, pointing straight up
o Three on the lower cage wall, pointing inwards horizontally
o Three on the middle cage wall pointing inwards and upwards at a
15° angle
o Three on the upper cage wall, pointing inwards and upwards at a
30° angle.
The pattern of the air jets provides complete coverage of the cage
volume, permitting no sanctuary for the primate except the retrieval canister.
If the primate does not enter the canister correctly, the 2000 CFM fan in
the cage ceiling is energized for approximately 30 seconds so as to drive
any waste materials into the waste management system under zero-g environ-
mental conditions. The 2000 CM fan can be controlled in the manual mode
from the control console.
The exercise task cue is the lighting of one of the lights located at
the two extreme positions of the exerciser. The cue lights are mounted in
the cage wall, one just above the floor and the other just below the ceiling
of the cage. The elements of the behavioral task region can be seen in
Figure 7.
Exerciser Subsystem.- The exerciser subsystem constitutes the means
for assuring primate exercise at controlled intervals as a part of the
behavioral regimen. Components of the exerciser are as follows:
9 A telescoping piston housed in the ceiling of the cage
« A swiveling handle at the lower end of the piston
e A cue light at each extreme of the operating distance.
The telescoping piston retracts completely into the cage roof during
retraction of the cage liner. In the operating mode, the piston extends
into the cage and can be moved up and down by the primate through a dis-
tance of about hO inches.
The swiveling handle is sized such that only one of the primate's hands
will fit on either side of the center post. The handle rotates freely in a
plane perpendicular to the piston axis and also pivots k5° either direction
in a plane parallel to the piston axis. The latter provision encourages
two-hand operation of the device.
The cue- lights at each end of the operating stroke are alternately-
lighted in accordance with the handle position. When the handle is in the
"down" position, the upper light is litj when the handle is moved to the
"up" position, the upper light goes off and the lower light goes on, etc.
20
Figure 7 Lockheed Behavioral Task Elements
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The primate thus continues to move the handle toward whichever light is lit.
Completion of a programmed number of strokes results in the arming of the
feeder and waterer and the lighting of the "reward available" windows around
the lip switches.
Signal lights on the control console light in unison with the cue lights
and an analog meter permits continuous monitoring of the handle position. The
exerciser is shown in Figure 7«
During the test series, several modifications were made to the exerciser
and will be discussed in later sections of this report.
Biomedical Monitoring Subsystem.- The purpose of the system is to monitor
two parameters of the primates' well being; body core temperature and electro-
cardiogram (EGG). These parameters are broadcast from two separate transmitters
surgically implanted within the primate's body. Receiving antennas in the cage
wall and on the retrieval canister are coupled, and the received signal is
amplified and transmitted through coaxial cabling to the receivers. This
system was modified during the test series and will be discussed in later
sections.
Activity Monitor Subsystem.- The activity monitor subsystem consists
of two different and independent systems. Activity of the primate is
registered whenever the animal:
a Changes the bio-transmitter field strength/antenna relationship,
or
o Interrupts a light beam.
The bio-transmitter field strength subsystem provides an output pulse
whenever the transmitter (animal) moves. Both the temperature and EGG circuits
provide such outputs. The light beam interrupt subsystem includes a photocell
and a single beam of light directed horizontally across the cage approximately
8 inches above the floor. An infrared filter reduces the visible light level
within the cage.
Sound Detection.- The sound detection system consists of a microphone
located in the cage ceiling which receives the animal's vocalizations. These
sounds are broadcast to the operator through the control-console mounted loud-
speaker. Vocalization of the primate causes a tape recorder to start and to
record the primate's vocalization. A 3.5 second time delay shuts off the recorder
after each sound event.
Mass Measurement Subsystem.- The mass measurement subsystem for the TFIM
is a conventional load cell type system. Three 75 lb capacity load cells
support the entire cage floor, including all moving and non-moving parts. The
entire floor, including the retrieval piston and actuator is load sensitive
and is constrained radially by the load cells. Tubing and electrical cables
which cross the sensitive interface are so arranged as to induce as little
spring force and hysteresis as possible. The control unit provides a digital
visual output and an analog output for recording.
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Television Subsystem.- The TFEM television system is designed to give
as near complete coverage of the cage interior as possible, using two camera
locations. The main system, mounted on the top of the cage, utilizes a
10:1 zoom 200m lens with a range from 15 to 150 mm. The system is mounted
in a pan and tilt unit allowing scan of the cage interior. The camera
system has remote iris and focus control. The installation can be seen
in Figure 8.
Provisions for a second camera mounted to the side of the cage were
incorporated into the cage. This camera was fitted with a wide angle lens
with a field of view of 95°• The installation incorporates a quick release
mechanism whereby the entire unit (camera and protective screen) may be
quickly removed for emergency access to the cage interior.
Both installations include:
e An optically flat window to provide airtight integrity for the
cage
o A long sheet of Mylar film mounted on spools such that a clean
section of film may be periodically drawn into position in front
of the window
9 A protective screen between the Mylar film and the primate.
The output of the camera is fed through its control unit to a monitor
located in the control console.
During acceptance testing at Lockheed, the side-viewing TV position
was checked for proper operation and field of view. However, only one
camera was delivered with the TFEM and it was mounted at the top viewing
position.
Illumination Subsystem.- The basic cage illumination comes from four
roof-mounted 18-inch fluorescent lamps. Supplementary illumination is pro-
vided by two small incandescent night lights in the roof assembly.
The fluorescent lamps are sequentially extinguished to modulate the
light intensity from the 35 foot-candles maximum. The night lights and all
cue lights are modulated by adjusting potentiometers to desired levels.
Basic control of the day/night cycle is vested in the behavior pro-
grammer. A manual override permits operator control when desired.
The TFDM Ground Handling Dolly.- The design of the ground handling dolly
embodies the conceptual principles of the experiment ground handling sub-
system. The main features of the dolly are:
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o Four leveling pods to provide alignment with the Northrop
TFEM and to prevent movement
o A winching system to raise and lower the TFIM mechanical
assembly
o A place for the water storage tanks and distribution valves
o An interface for all electrical connectors
o Full swivel casters permitting rapid reorientation of the
test laboratory configuration.
The flexibility of this dolJy can be seen in Figure 9 as the TFIM is moved
into the NAMI Test Chamber.
TFIM Control Console.- The control console permits independent control
of all subsystems. Fault detection and trouble shooting capabilities are
designed into the circuitry and control displays. Layout and placement of
control/displays were made for optimum man-machine interface. The console
is purposely oversized to provide for future growth capability. The con-
sole is shown in Figure 10.
The console consists of three standard equipment bays.
The left-hand bay contains:
o Feeder control/displays and waterer control/displays
o GFE behavioral programmer
o Exerciser handle position
o Avoidance task controls.
The center bay contains:
o Video monitor and associated control/displays
o Console master power and audio alarm.
The right hand bay contains:
© Air circulation and temperature control/displays
© Retrieval system control/displays
e Illumination system controls
e Primate vital signs
c Sound detection
o Mass measurement system control/display.
The lower portion of the console contains a tape recorder, TV power supply,
and TFEM electrical control system power supplies.
Figure 9 Lockheed Ground Handling Dolly/TFEM
in NAMI Test Chamber
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Figure 10 Lockheed TFEM Control Console
The Northrop TFEM
The Northrop TFEM is comprised of the following systems, which are
housed in the structural test stand:
o Cage, retrieval and illumination
o Environmental control
o Waste management
o Feeder
o Waterer
o Behavioral panel
o Exerciser
o Biotelemetry
o Activity monitor
o Mass measurement
o Television
o Structural test stand
The arrangement of these subsystems relative to the cage can be seen
in Figure 11. Figure 12 shows the complete TFEM, including the structural
test stand.
Cage, Retrieval, and Illumination Systems*- The cage is 29.5 inches
wide and 36 inches high, based on the curved bottom radius of 36 inches
with an overall diagonal length of 67 inches. This configuration provides
25 cubic feet of cage volume and a floor area of 13 square feet.
The walls and ceiling of the cage are smooth matte finished, stainless
steel panels with rounded edges and fitted corners to minimize the collection
of debris and possible injury to the animal. The grill floor and moving
wall are of stainless steel rods welded together at each intersection.
Figure 13 shows cage floor and social window.
The recovery capsule is located on the upper surface at the far end of
the cage; the mass measurement chamber is located directly beneath. This
configuration enables the camera to view these stations with either a wide
angle or narrow angle lens for close surveillance of the primate and the
mechanisms.
Retrieval of the primate is accomplished by the use of a moving, electri-
cally charged wall. The mechanism is stowed at the extreme counterclockwise
position of rotation, up against the sloping portion of the cage ceiling. The
wall is driven slowly across the cage to force the primate either into the
retrieval canister located at the top of the cage, or the mass measurement
chamber at the end of the cage.
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Figure 13 Northrop Cage Interior
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The moving shock wall is an element of the behavioral avoidance task
and can be programmed for recovery of the primate or the mass measurement
task. In the latter case, the door to the mass measurement chamber is
sequenced to open as the moving wall is actuated, sweeping the primate
into the chamber. Once in the chamber, the door closes and the wall stops
and returns to the stowed position. After the mass determination has been
made, the mass measurement door opens and the primate returns to the cage.
The sequence is shown in Figure 1^ .
The cage illumination simulates both the day-night cycle. The daylight
cycle is accomplished by three fluorescent lamps located in the air plenum
above the cage. A quarter-inch grid copper screen suppresses the EMI gener-
ated by the fluorescent lamps.
The nightlight is accomplished by one 40-watt incandescent lamp located
in the plenum above the cage.
Each fluorescent lamp is controlled at the test stand by three circuit
breaker switches, giving a light level range from 13 foot-candles to 35
foot-candles of illumination at the cage floor. The nightlight is also
controlled by circuit breaker on the test stand. The intensity of the
nightlight is adjustable by a dimmer control on the console. The range
is from 0.2 to 7 foot-candles.
Environmental Control.- The atmosphere circulation system maintains a
continuous uniform flow of conditioned air at slightly above atmospheric
pressure through the cage from the plenum at the top of the cage to the
bottom of the waste management system. The air then returns to the top
plenum via external ducts. 12 CFM is drawn in from the laboratory on the
suction side of the blower and exhausted downstream of the waste manage-
ment system. A single ijQO Hz axial fan delivers air at a velocity of
30 ft/min across the cage and through the waste management system. Metal
gates are provided in the ducting to regulate flow. A muffler forms an
integral part of the return air ducting to reduce fan noise level in the
cage. Figure 15 shows the air flow pattern in the cage and through the
waste management system.
Temperature control is integral to the environmental control system.
It is self regulated by a heater downstream from the heat exchanger. The
sensor is set to control the heater. Normal system operation is based on
laboratory air at a temperature of 65°F or less; therefore, heat must be
given to the circulating air. The temperature is set for 76°F; however,
the set-point is adjustable. If the inlet air from the laboratory is
greater than 65°F, the water coolant loop to the cage heat exchanger is
used. The control console presents cage temperature readout with indica-
tor lights for normal operation, fan failure and toggle switches for
operator manual override on the heater control.
Figure Ik Northrop Primate Recovery/Mass Determination
Sequence
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Waste Management.- The waste management system is a passive system
depending on the air flew from, the top of the cage to the bottom to carry
urine and feces to the passive elements below the cage floor in the zero-g
environment. Under one-g conditions, the waste materials pass directly
into the passive unit. The collection system is composed of seven layers
of screening, consisting of 1/8 inch x 1/8 inch stainless screen, 1/16 inch
x 1/16 inch copper screen, 100 x 100 gage stainless steel screen, 200 x 200
gage stainless steel screen, and three layers of fiberglass impregnated with
phosphoric acid (H^ PO^ ). The urine trapped by the fiberglass will evaporate
into the airstream as it passes over the bed. The water vapor is vented
overboard through the 12 CM exhaust port. The feces is collected in the
convolutes, drying and shrinking as the air flow passes over it. The system
can be seen in Figure 13.
Below the screens is a charcoal bed encased in a steel filter. Below
the filter are six 15-watt ultraviolet lamps to assist in bacteria control.
The air must pass over these units prior to entering the return ducts,
routing the air to the top of the cage. The ultraviolet lamp installation
can be seen in Figure 16.
Feeder.- The Northrop feeder system contains more than 85,000 nearly-
spherical food tablets which are encased in a plastic zippered tubing and
wound cylindrically around a storage drum in layers. The drum is re-
strained by a dragging brake (slip clutch) which is adjustable. The food
tubing is removed from the drum tangentially. The tubing is unzipped at
a hollow mandrel and the tablets pass through the mandrel to feed a star
wheel with four holes which are accurately positioned by a Geneva mechanism.
A ram normally seals the delivery mouthpiece. When the animal success-
fully accomplishes a behavioral task for food reward, the ram retracts about
one-half inch, exposing the holes which actuate the vacuum switch. A partial
vacuum, caused by the an-twin.1 sucking on the mouthpiece, actuates a transis-
torized switch; this action causes the ram to retract to its fullest extent.
The star wheel rotates a tablet into position and the ram returns to the
stow position, thereby delivering a tablet into the animal's mouth. The
unzipped food tubing is wound flat on a take-up reel. The prime mover of
the food tubing is the capstan located between the mandrel and the take-
up reel. The delivery of the tablet from the time the animal actuates
the lip switch to tablet delivery is 0.65 second.
The tablet delivery sequence is as follows, based on primate successful
completion of a behavioral task component:
o The food reward light around the lip device is illuminated, indica-
ting to the primate that food is available.
o The ram motor pulls the ram from the stowed position to a recessed
position, exposing the lip switch holes in the mouthpiece, then
stops due to cam-microswitch action on the ram.
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Figure 16 Northrop Ultraviolet Lamp Installation
® With the holes exposed, the primate places his mouth over the
lip device and sucks. This action is sensed by a differential
pressure transducer which triggers the programmer logic to
deliver a tablet.
o The programmer logic then starts the ram motor to operate; the
ram is pilled to its greatest recessed position, then stops.
o In this position, the ram actuates a microswitch which commands
the star motor to operate.
o The star motor operates the Geneva mechanism to position a tablet
in front of the ram.
o As the star motor nears its completed cycle, the ram motor is
commanded to start by a cam-microswitch arrangement on the
star motor.
e When the star motor completes its cycle, it commands itself to
stop by the same cam-microswitch arrangement.
o The ram motor starts pushing the tablet down the mouthpiece to
the animal.
o When the ram reaches the end of its travel, it has delivered the
tablet to the animal and stops due to a cam-microswitch arrange-
ment on the ram motor.
o The cycle is now complete.
The feeder system is shown in Figures 17 and 18.
Waterer.- The primate drinking water system is designed to make
available a 3 cc aliquot of water to the animal upon successful completion
of a behavioral task. The method of actuation is also be a lip switch
which requires the animal to create a partial vacuum at the lip device
which is sensed by the differential pressure transducer, sending a signal
to the control electronics. This techniques, as does the feeder, requires
that the animal's mouth is on the mouthpiece or lip device before the
aliquot is delivered.
The water is stored in two parallel connected spherical bladder tanks.
Each tank holds approximately 2k gallons of water. At the center of each
bladder is a stainless steel grid which precludes the bladder from folding
over itself and thereby preventing water from being blocked at the outlet.
The water is contained on the interior surface of the rubber bladders. In
the void between the exterior surface of the bladder and the aluminum sphere,
dry nitrogen at a pressure of 20 psig provides a positive force on the water
contained within the bladders. In the nitrogen supply line, a pressure re-
lief valve and a blanking valve protect the tanks from overpressures, dumping
the excess gas to the laboratory atmosphere. Figure 19 shows the tank,
solenoid valve and plumbing installation.
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Figure 17 Northrop Feeder Installation
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Figure 18 Northrop Food Tablet Supply Reel
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The water lines from the spheres contain two sampling ports and two
solenoid valves "before being routed to the mouthpiece. The sampling ports
permit sampling of water during the test period for microbiological analysis.
The lip device and the aliquot measuring chamber are designed as an
integral unit. The components of the unit are as follows:
o Mouthpiece
o Stem valve
o Metering chamber
o Metering piston
o Cam
o Cam followers
o Drive motor
These motors can be seen in Figures 20 and 21. The metering chamber
is machined to a volume of 3 cc which is the desired aliquot to be delivered
to the primate. The operational sequence of the water dispensing unit is
as follows:
o When a behavioral component has been executed properly, the reward
cue light around the lip device is illuminated.
o The animal places his mouth on the mouthpiece and sucks, actuating
the pressure sensor.
o The drive motor is actuated by the signal from the sensor and the
stem valve retracts in the mouthpiece and remains open.
o The metering piston moves forward and discharges the aliquot of
water into the animal's mouth.
o The stem valve moves forward and plugs the mouthpiece while the
metering piston remains stationary.
o The water inlet solenoid valve opens, being actuated by cam action
on microswitches.
o The metering piston retracts to draw water from the storage tanks
through the open solenoid, recharging the metering chamber.
o The solenoid valve closes again by switch/cam action.
o The piston is now fully retracted, the metering chamber charged with
water and now ready for the next cycle.
The above actions are sequenced by the drive motor and the main cam
action on the cam followers which in turn control the stem valve and
metering chamber. Sealing is provided by capped joints and lubricant
grooves filled with Dow Corning 103 compound, a silicone valve lubri-
cant meeting the requirements of FDA Regulation No. 121.251^ .
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Figure 20 - Diagram-Northrop Drinking Water Dispensing Unit
Figure 21 Northrop Drinking Water Dispensing Unit
Behavioral Panel.- The behavioral panel system consists of two panels.
One, the behavioral task panel, and two, the food and water reward panel.
The behavioral task panel is designed to house the cue lights and the switch/
lever complex for three components of the behavioral regimen. They are as
follows:
o Blue light - Timing (Tim)
o Red light - Interlock (Ilk)
o Yellow light - Vigilance (Vig)
The basic panel consists of three machined aluminum lever and cue light
assemblies. The lever is of stainless steel and is mounted with a pivot pin
in the center of the unit. The lever projects into the cage 1.00 inch and
is .38 inch in diameter. The lever moves upward .25 inch, requiring a 3-ounce
force for switch actuation. Eight incandescent bulbs, of which only four
burn at one time, are arranged in a circle around the lever. The switches
are mounted to the back surface of the mounting units, being actuated by
the behavioral task lever. See Figure 22.
The three mounting units are assembled to aluminum angles which are
then mounted to the cage behavioral panel interface plate, which is fitted
with a boro-silicate glass plate through whi_-h the three task levers extend.
The unit is sealed with Viton gaskets and potting compounds to prevent
contamination from entering the unit.
The food and water reward panel is of similar design with twelve bulbs,
of which only six burn at a time, arranged around the center of the food lip
device and sixteen bulbs, of which eight burn at a time, are arranged around
the water lip device. A boro-silicate glass plate protects the bulbs and
only the lip devices protrude into the cage.
Exerciser*- Flush mounted in the cage side panel are two light-switch
push buttons. One located at the top of the cage and one located close to
the cage floor. Four lamps in each unit, of which only two are illuminated
at a time, are programmed to be activated by the behavioral programmer
exercise component. These buttons are illuminated in a sequence first one,
then the other; the correct response of the animal being to push the illu-
minated button, this action then causes the bottom button to be illuminated
and so on. At a preset number of times, this action will result in a food
or water reward for the primate.
Biotelemetry.- Temperature and EGG data is transmitted by biosensors
implanted in the primate. These signals are received by a slot halfwave
antenna which actually employs the entire cage as the antenna with the
slot as the pickoff point. The antenna can be seen in Figure 23. This
information is sent to two separate receivers, one for temperature and one
for EGG. Each receiver is variable from 88 to 108 MHz. Each signal is
processed by Whittaker demodulators; both analog signals are available
for recording purposes. However, the temperature signal has a second
circuit from the receiver. This signal is processed through a circuit
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and applied to a trigger-driver circuit. The output is routed to an event
counter on the control console. As the position of the primate relative to
the antenna changes, the signal strength also changes and is identified on
the cage monitor and control console as "activity".
Activity Monitor.- The activity monitor determines the activity (or
movement) of the animal in the cage by breaking light beams. Interrupting
the light sources to the photocells activates the processing electronics
resulting in an indication on the console mounted counters.
Three photocell/light activity monitors are located along the cage
normal to the longitudinal axis. The light source is converted into the
infrared by filters over the light source aperture at the cage interface.
The photocells are correspondingly IR sensitive. This has been done to
prevent the primate from detecting the light beam. The system is self-
contained with readout on counters located on the control console.
Mass Measurement.- The mass measurement (MM) system is located on the
end of the cage, as can be seen in Figure 11. The system consists of the
chamber, sliding access door, load cells (strain gages) and electronics.
The floor of the chamber is designed to float with the load cells seeing
the floor deflections.
The mass of primate is determined as a part of the avoidance task in
the automatic mode or can be done in the manual mode. For illustration
purposes, the sequence of events in the automatic mode will be presented.
o Initiation of the 10 KHz tone for 10 seconds.
o During this time, the mass measurement door will open.
o If the primate enters the chamber during this period, the MM door
will close. After the mass is determined by operating the controls
on the console, the MM door will open, and the primate returns to
the cage.
o If the primate does not enter the MM within the 10-second period,
the moving wall is released and starts to sweep through the cage.
o When the primate enters the MM chamber, the moving wall will stop,
and the MM sliding door will start to close. This sequence is
initiated by the animal's weight in the chamber.
o If the primate leaves the chamber before the MM sliding door is
completely closed, the moving wall will restart and the MM door
will reopen.
o When the animal is in the chamber and the door is fully closed,
the moving wall will automatically reverse to the stowed position
aud lock.
© The monitor light on the programmer will indicate "primate in
chamber" and a light on the cage control and monitor panel will
indicate MM door closed.
® The mass of the primate is now taken and the readout is on a
digital display and is calibrated in decigrams. The system
is linear and is designed 0.1$ accuracy at normal weight values
in the 11 to 15 pound weight range.
The external configuration of the mass measurement chamber is shown in
Figure 2k.
Television.- The television system is to provide visual monitoring of
the activity inside the cage, primate condition, and also the ability to
monitor hardware performance.
The system is located at one end of the cage with coverage of the
retrieval door, mass measurement sliding door, overall cage, and behavioral
panel.
The television coverage is by commercial closed-loop system, capable
of being recorded on video tape, and utilizing a turret lens system for
high resolution and wide angle viewing. The camera is a 525 line black
and white system hard wired to the monitor mounted in the control console.
The camera mount has full capability of both evaluation and azimuth
freedom, although limit switches have been set to preclude camera movement
not in the cage direction. Control of this pan and tilt unit is by a
"joy-stick" type of switch from the control console. The system also
provides manual focus control from the console.
Lens turret control is from the console for the wide and narrow angle
operation. The wide angle lens covers 68° conically and the high resolution
lens covers lk° conically, which will present a full screen of the animal's
head when at the food or water mouthpieces on the behavioral panel.
A clear circular rotatable window is installed between the camera lens
and the viewing port in the cage wall. This is used in the event the animal
smears the port area, he will smear the disc rather than the camera lens.
The disc can then be rotated to a clean section of the disc from the control
console. The television and the rotating disc can be seen in Figure 25.
Structural Test Stand.- The structural test stand is designed to
support all the TFEM subsystems. The unit also serves as a ground support
stand and is equipped with four swivel rollers for ease of movement. The
stand is also fitted with leveling screw-jacks to allow for alignment with
the Lockheed TFEM at the social window interface.
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Figure 25 Northrop Television System Installation
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The stand is fabricated of aluminum angles to form a rectangle 56 inches
wide, 85 inches long, and 82 inches high. Plywood side panels can be attached
to the frame structure, and in this configuration, the unit serves as a
shipping crate.
Control Console.- The control console contains all the equipment
necessary for control and monitoring of the TFDM system functions.
The systems are housed in a dual cabinet with a sloped front. All
electrical wiring, including TV cables, interfaces with the console.
All electrical power is from the console, including that for the
axial fan in the environmental control system.
The alternating current power cables are routed through the console
prior to being attached to the TFDM.
The major operational control panel in the console is the behavioral
programmer. This panel provides the capability for selection of the
behavioral components, type of reward, and the process of getting the
animal weighed. The console presents readout information on cage activity,
both auditory and photocells, and the control of the TV system. The
control console is shown in Figure 26.
A difference in basic design philosophy existed between the Lockheed
and Northrop TFDM's in the electrical and control subsystems.
The Northrop TFDM was designed with a considerable amount of the
control electronics, power supplies, relays, and associated equipment
mounted to the TFDM cage sub-structure. The concept followed the Northrop
approach as defined in their OPE Preliminary Design Study, NASA CR 66059
(Ref. 3).
The Lockheed design for OPE, as defined in NASA CR-66520, placed the
electrical and related equipment in the spacecraft structure rather than
the primate cage subsystem. Therefore, the Lockheed TFDM reflected this
study by placing power supplies, relays, etc. in the control console, which
in the TFEM test program, represented that function of the spacecraft and
mounted only the minimum required electrical equipment on the cage or pay-
load system.
Figure 26 Northrop TFEM Control Console
TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY DEMONSTRATION MODEL
PRE-TEST CONFIGURATION
The first TFDM Phase I test was completed at NAMI, Pensacola, Florida,
18 December 1969. This testing completed the contractual requirements of
both Lockheed and Northrop relative to the design, fabrication, and test of
the OPE/TFDM hardware. The program is reported in References k and 5.
Results of this first test indicated areas where hardware design
improvements could be made in both Lockheed and Northrop equipment, as
well as test support equipment such as power supplies, and recording equip-
ment. However, the 55 days of test proved the hardware could support the
primates and much engineering information and confidence in the system was
achieved.
The decision was made by NASA and NAMI to conduct a Phase II test to
further evaluate the hardware but with emphasis on data acquisition and on
verification of the suitability of the experiment design. The Phase II
test was under NASA management direction, and NAMI was charged with test
direction.
At the close of the Phase I test, both contractors supplied engineering
estimates for service and refurbishment of the hardware items. As a result,
both Lockheed and Northrop received contracts to proceed with the refurbish-
ment of the hardware. Lockheed supplied a test technician as a resident
technician during refurbishment and he remained during the duration of the
Phase II test to service and maintain both Lockheed and Northrop TFDM's.
NASA-Langley Research Center supplied both electrical engineering and
technician support during the refurbishment with major effort given the
Northrop behavioral programmers (one used in the Lockheed system, one used
in the Northrop system), and the behavioral data recording racks.
This report will not discuss in detail all changes made prior to the
start of the Phase II test. It will, however, list the items of equipment
serviced or refurbished and in more detail, the condition of the TFDM's
at the conclusion of the Phase II test which spanned a period of 184 days,
continuous around-the-clock testing. The refurbishment was started in
February 1970.
Lockheed TFDM
Several Lockheed TFDM subsystems required rework and modification based
on Phase I test performance. A discussion of each follows.
Cage System.- No major modifications required; however, the cage
interior vas cleaned using detergent and water, allowed to dry, then
washed with isopropyl alcohol.
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Retrieval Canister Presence Sensor.- To sense the primate in the
retrieval canister, the primate's body must make contact with positive
and negative electrodes in the canister. Testing proved that at times
it was possible for the primate to position himself in the canister
without touching any of these sensors. The original system was removed
and four photocell/light source units were installed at various eleva-
tions and radial clocking positions in the cylindrical side wall of
the retrieval canister. These sensors operated in the non-visible
infrared range„
Exerciser.- The exerciser performance was not satisfactory during
the test period. While the primate did work the telescoping piston in
the correct manner, the operating force did not remain consistent and
more force was required than desired. The system was removed from the
TFIM and sent to I/4SC, Sunnyvale, California, for major rework.
As a result of analyses and tests of the hardware at Sunnyvale,
the following problems were defined:
o Excessive clearance in tube assemblies
e Tubes out of round
o Follower mechanism has too much friction due to belting required
to drive pots, retraction mechanism, and clutch assembly
o Build-up of fecal waste on the sections
To correct these problems, the following actions were taken:
o Fabrication of all new close tolerance tubes
9 Complete redesign of the follower mechanism, replacing all belts
with precision instrument gears, as seen in Figure 27, including
a ball bearing pot
o Electrolized all tubes for low sliding friction coefficient. See
Figure 28,
9 New Splrator (constant force spring) assembly and bracket for
better alignment
o Installed Oldham couplings to maintain shaft alignment
o Balanced force required for extension and retraction of exerciser
by adding a lead counterbalance.
After completion of the above modifications, the exerciser was checked
for operation at IMSC Sunnyvale, prior to shipment to Pensacola. The modi-
fications did improve performance with reduced force requirements, less
friction, and nearly equal force required for extension and retraction of
the device.
Exerciser Count Circuit Modification.- This modification electronically
synchronizes the actual position of the exerciser and cue lights in the cage
with the electronic logic circuit in the behavioral programmer. This change
prevented the primate from doing extra work and not receiving credit for it.
Figure 27 Lockheed Exerciser Follower Modification
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Figure 28 Lockheed Modified Exerciser Assembly
Biotelemetry.- A major problem during the Phase I test was noise from
outside sources disturbing the primate temperature signal.
A detail investigation into the source of the noise problem was con-
ducted at Pensacola. This resulted in the following changes:
e The removal of both EGG and temperature receivers, including the
demodulators from the control console to the TFIM and located as
close to the antenna as possible.
It was also determined that any perturbation on the receiver power input
caused distortion of the output signal. The following modifications were
made to the system:
o Installation of independent 12 VDC regulated power to temperature
and ECG receivers
o Installed low-pass filter in the power circuit between the power
supply and each receiver and the pre-amplifier located in the
antenna coupler box
o Installed sample and hold circuit to discriminate between true
temperature signals and noise.
With modifications complete, primate 2Zk was put into the cage and
biotelemetry performance checks made with all TFEM subsystems in operation
with the following results:
o Noise generated when cage fluorescent lights are turned on
o Northrop feeder injects noise into system during cycling
o Social window activity relays inject noise into system
o No receiver frequency drift problem was detected.
The performance of the temperature instrumentation was good with the above
exceptions. The performance was considered satisfactory with only final
adjustments required after the Phase II test start.
Behavioral Programmer.- Considerable rework was done to the behavioral
programmer by NASA personnel with additional technician help supplied by
LMSC. This solid state device was very sensitive to noise problems. Outside
electrical interference would act as a signal impulse and start an unprogrammed
sequence of events to take place. The problem was solved by the design and
installation of filter circuits to suppress the noise to levels below that
which the solid state components would react.
This summary of the refurbishment to the Lockheed TFEM prior to the
start of the Phase II test establishes the hardware configuration at the
close of that test. However, that test was 2.6k days in duration and minor
changes took place during that time which are recorded in the test logs
at KAMI.
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Northrop TFDM
The Northrop TFDM required refurbishment and modifications to certain
items of equipment as defined by the results of the Phase I test program.
Northrop sent engineering and technician personnel to NAMI to service,
modify, and refurbish the equipment. A summary of that effort is presented.
Feeder.- During the test period, the feeder dispensed tablets inter-
mittently whicL had a direct effect on primate performance. Post-test
investigations into the feeder operations identified several potential
problem areas.
o Voltage drift in the lip device electronics
o Correct tension on the tablets as they enter the mandrel
o Intermittent shearing of tablets in the dispensing mechanism
o Microswitch actuator interference with ram cam mechanism, causing
star wheel motor failure.
The voltage drift is caused by thermal conditions affecting the Fitron
pressure sensitive transistor. A thermo compensating circuit was added to
electronically control the voltage changes.
The tablet tension on the zipper tubing could only be changed by the
adjustment of the clutch assembly on a trial and error basis until best
performance was achieved. This adjustment must be checked daily and adjusted
to the proper tension by feel.
The tablet shearing was caused by an interference between the tablet and
the interior surface of the tablet dispensing housing. The housing was re-
moved and the interior machined in the area of the interference, providing
a smooth surface between the tablet and the housing.
The star wheel microswitch actuator roller rivet would, at times, hang
up on the edge of the ram cam mechanism, causing the star wheel motor to
remain energized. The ram would drive forward, jamming the star wheel while
power was still on the motor. This caused the motor to burn out. The prob-
lem was solved by repositioning the microswitch. See Figure 29.
To prevent tablet dust and chips from causing problems in the dispensing
mechanism, a vacuum system was installed and connected to the fitting provided
on the side of the mechanism case.
Exerciser Modification.- The installation provided a cue light/switch
combination in the cage sidewall near the floor and one near the ceiling.
The primate found he could bridge between these two response points, actuate
the switches, and not really have to do any exercise for the reward. To
solve this problem, two cue light/switch units were installed at the floor
level and two at the ceiling level. The primate was now required to push
§I 1
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both cue light/switch units with both hands, then the two at the bottom, and
so on. This installation can be seen in Figure 30. The modification caused
the animal to exercise in a calisthenic manner similar to deep knee bends.
Biotelemetry.- No major changes were made in this system. However, a
Northrop technician did check the system out and made calibration checks
and adjustments.
Behavioral Programmer.- The problem of electrical noise causing the
solid state circuits to respond to that noise by advancing to the next
task component, cancel the program, miss counts, etc., had to be filtered
out. LRC personnel spent considerable time in the design and installation
of electronics to filter out external electrical noise spikes.
General Refurbishment.- The cage interior was cleaned with detergent
and water, then allowed to dry, then washed down with isopropyl alcohol.
The waste management filter was disassembled, the old charcoal removed
and resupplied with fresh activated charcoal. In addition, the six
germicidal lamps were removed and replaced. At the conclusion of the
refurbishment period, the complete Northrop TFDM system was checked out
and found to be in operational readiness.
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Figure 30 Northrop Exerciser Installation
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REFURBISHMENT AND FINAL CONFIGURATION
On 18 November 1970, the Phase II TFEM Behavioral Protocol Test was
concluded, completing 184 days of testing. At the debriefing of the Phase
II test, the plans were defined for the final OPE/TFEM test series, the
Phase III Medical Protocol Test. The Phase III test was scheduled to
begin on k February 1971* and is designed to evaluate the pre- and post-
flight medical protocol procedures of the OPE Program.
LMSC was awarded the contract to refurbish both the Northrop and
Lockheed TFEM systems and provide technical monitoring for the Phase III
test. Project direction was from NASA-LRC, with the test to be conducted
at NAMI, Pensacola, Florida.
Since considerable work was done on both TFEM's as well as the test
chamber and control room, the discussion of this refurbishment will be
presented in four major sub-groups: Lockheed TFEM, Northrop TFEM, Test
Chamber, and Control Room.
A series of figures showing the condition of the hardware at the
completion of the Phase II test and prior to the Phase III refurbishment
are presented in this section.
On 19 November 1970, with NASA, NAMI, and Lockheed personnel in
attendance, the Phase II test log book for both Lockheed and Northrop
was carefully examined and from these books, the actual Phase III re-
furbishment tasks were defined.
In addition to the log notes, LMSC personnel ran a complete system
check on both TFEM's after Phase II test completion to further define the
items needing adjustment, rework or refurbishment and the discrepancies
were presented for consideration at the Phase III planning meeting.
Some 3^  action items were identified for modification, rework, and
refurbishment. A master schedule was prepared which identified the task
number, item reference number which corresponds with the test log refer-
ence number, corrective action to be taken, completion date, and person
responsible. This schedule was complete on 20 November 1970.
The condition of the Northrop and Lockheed cages before refurbish-
ment is shown in Figures 31 and 32.
The Lockheed TFEM
Each subsystem serviced will be discussed from start of refurbishment
to the individual subsystem checkout. The order which they are presented
does not reflect necessarily the sequence in which they were done.
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Figure 31 Lockheed Cage Condition After 184. Days of Test
Figure 32 Northrop Cage Condition After 184- Days of Test
Cage Subsystem.- A solution of detergent and water was used to scrub
the cage walls and interior surfaces. This was followed by a clean water
rinse, which was allowed to air dry. The cage was then washed again with
isopropyl alcohol and allowed to air dry. The cage at completion of
cleaning can be seen in Figure 3«
Waste Management System.- The waste management system fecal collection
basket was cleaned by using a Home-N-Shop vacuum, fitted with a special pick-
up tube fabricated of plastic. This small diameter tube could be placed
through the floor grids and into the collection basket. The fecal material,
being dry, was sucked up by the vacuum and deposited in the vacuum collection
tank. A considerable amount of hair was also removed from the basket, as
well as from the areas of the floor grid.
The ducting of the air circulation system was cleaned, using a solution
of water and detergent, followed by isopropyl alcohol. However, before being
cleaned, a white powder material was found on the interior surface of the
ducts and also on the fiberglass wicking material in the waste management
system. Samples of this material were sent to the LMSC Biotechnology Labora-
tory for analysis. The results are presented below.
The two samples, one from the air ducts and one from the wicking in
the waste management system were analyzed separately, and are identified
as follows:
Sample I Powder from air ducts
Sample II Powder from wicking material
Sample I
Organic material - amount present 90$ + 3%
IB. Analysis - Organic Material
o Primarily a protein structure; indicated to be flakes of dry skin
o Traces (.001$) of oil; indicated to be a mixture of hydrocarbon
and ester
Inorganic material - amount present 10$
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Inorganic Content (in form of Salts)
Amount Element Probable Source
Major Calcium Primate
Minor Aluminum TFEM
Chromium TFEM
Magnesium Glass wicking
Iron TFIM
Sodium Primate
Silicon Glass wicking
Trace Lead TFEM
Titanium TFEM (paint)
Copper TFEM
Silver TFEM (solder)
Sample II
Organic Material - amount present 67$ + 3%
IR Analysis - Organic Material
© Typical feces/urine organic material - a complex mixture of amino
acids, cellulose, and carbohydrates.
Inorganic material - amount present 33%
Inorganic Content (in form of Salts)
Amount Element Probable Source
Major Sodium Primate
Calcium Primate
Phosphorus Phosphoric Acid
(glass wicking
treatment)
Minor Aluminum TFEM
Potassium Primate
Nickel TFEM
Magnesium Glass wicking
Boron Glass wicking
Iron TFEM
Silicon Glass wicking
Trace Lead TFEM
Cadmium TFEM/wicking
Tin TFEM
Molybdenum TFEM
Titanium TFEM (paint)
Copper TFEM
Zinc TFEM
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Summary of Results
o The two powder samples are essentially different, Sample I being
flaked skin from the primate and dust, Sample II being dried feces
and urine. Some intermixing of the two has taken place.
« The oily material in Sample I was not found in Sample II. However,
it was similar to that found in the charcoal taken from the Northrop
TFEM waste management system. Results of the Northrop analysis will
be presented later in this report. The oil found is a type of
lubricant.
The only residue found for which the source was in question was the oil,
despite considerable care taken in the design of the TFEM that any device
needing lubricants was sealed or silicone lubricated. In checking the test
log, an entry was found stating that when the exerciser jammed, an aerosol
spray oil was used in an attempt to free the device. A further investiga-
tion revealed that the oil was CRC Marine, Formula 6-66 (No 6006).
Cage Floor.- The pneumatic actuator system, which causes the floor to
"pop-up' for zero gravity recovery of a deceased animal, had been manually
placed in the down position. One of the four actuators was inoperative.
To replace the unit, the TFEM would need to be removed from the test chamber
room, the waste management system removed, and the actuator replaced. This
task would have been of considerable magnitude and the function of the "pop-
up" floor is not required for the 60-day test. The decision was made that
the actuator not be replaced and the floor remain in the down position.
Figure 33 shows the floor in the down position. The louver actuator did
not completely return to the open position, as can also be seen. Efforts
to free the actuator failed and the louvers remained in the position shown
during the Phase III test period.
Exerciser.- E>uring the Phase II test, the exerciser failed a number of
times. It was removed, repaired and reinstalled into the cage, only to
fail again. The major failure during the Phase II test was cable failure.
The cable attaches to the constant force spring, which helps pull the
exerciser up, or unloads the weight of the telescoping tube sections, as
the exerciser is pushed up by the primate. As this action takes place,
the cable is wound on a reel by the force of the spring motor. However,
the test primate would push the exerciser up with such force and accelera-
tion that the spring reel assembly did not pull the cable up fast enough.
As a result, as the stages telescoped together, the cable would tend to
coil in the various telescoping stages and be pinched when the stage reached
its stop. Then, when the primate pulled the exerciser down, the cable would
be pulled dc*m and the whole process repeated again until the cable failed.
A second failure mode was caused by the flush screws, which hold the end
plugs in the tubes, and also serve as stops, would loosen and back out. This
action would increase the friction load and also cause galling on the in-
terior sliding surface of the tube. As a secondary failure, due to high
impact loads as the stages hit the stops during exerciser extension, shearing
took place between the tube end and the screw with total metal separation at
the tube end. This problem was also made worse by the lead counterbalance,
increasing the impact load due to the added inertia of the moving parts.
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Figure 33 Lockheed Cage Floor
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Upon receipt of the exerciser at IMSC, Sunnyvale, California, the unit
was completely disassembled and inspected for detail damage and to provide
information on changes to improve performance.
It was found that some roll pins and screws were missing at various
assembly points with considerable tube scoring. The electrolized aluminum
tube assemblies showed considerable surface wear.
After careful consideration, the following refurbishment steps were
taken:
o Each tube assembly was turned and polished to remove as much
scoring as possible.
o About 0.50 inch was removed from each tube at the tube end/
plug interface.
o New plugs were fabricated with as large a hole as possible on
the center line of the plug, to allow for additional cable
clearance.
o Replaced bent Spirator shaft.
o Added ball bearing swivel at lower end of cable to prevent the
cable from twisting.
o Replaced cable assembly.
o Re-gapped clutch assembly to reduce friction and sticking drive
assembly.
o Installed new potentiometer.
o Installed new end plugs in the tubes, using four 8-32 screws at
0°, 90°, l80° and 270° clocking for added strength. (Original
installation used these 6-32 screws at 120° apart).
o Recoated all tube assemblies with "Nituff", a Teflon-penetrated
hard coat anodizing which is .002 inch thick. Half of this
thickness penetrates into the original surface and the remaining
.001 is added onto the original surface. This surface is hard,
yet has Teflon properties. The coating has an abrasion resis-
tance of 60 to 70 on the Rockwell C scale.
o The subsystem was assembled and checked out for operation.
During these operational checks, it was determined that it was better to
leave out the lead counterbalance at the expense of not meeting the equal
force requirement for the up and down stroke of the exerciser. The average
force required for the down stroke was 1640 grams and for the up stroke was
780 grams. The exerciser was sent to Pensacola, and installed on the TFIM
on 23 January 1971* An operational check was made with normal exerciser
cage cue light and console instrumentation operation.
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Feeder Lip Device*- Nineteen times during the Phase II test, the
feeder lip device stuck closed or in the switch actuated position. This
would happen when the primate bit the lip device for the food reward. The
tablet would be delivered, but the feeder would not re-arm, as the switches
remained closed, preventing the proper signal to reach the feeder electronic
control system.
The failure was caused by the accumulation of tablet dust, feces, and
primate saliva and/or water on the lip device. The moisture would mix with
the dust and feces particles and form a paste which would jam the pivot
mechanism on the lip device. This problem is shown in an enlarged view of
the lip device in Figure 3^» To correct this problem during the test, it
was necessary to enter the cage through the side TV port and wash the lip
device off with water.
The feeder lip device was removed from the feeder and sent to U4SC,
Sunnyvale, California, for rework. This consisted of machining off material
in the area of the pivots to open up all clearances between moving parts.
The addition of a return spring to add force in the desired direction was
installed. The two microswitches were replaced, including the lamp assem-
blies. With the addition of the spring and the new microswitches, a force
of 100 grams was required to actuate the lip device. The modification can
be seen in Figure 35 •
The device was returned to Pensacola, refitted to the feeder and found
by operational check to be satisfactory.
Water Lip Device.- No major problems were experienced with the water
lip device. The lever which actuates the microswitches did hang-up for the
same reason as the feeder lip device. However, the lip device was dispensing
fresh water directly into the primate's mouth, causing a flooding action
around-the mouth piece, and resulting in keeping the mouth piece clean.
On two occasions when sticking did occur, the device did free itself.
However, when the feeder lip device failed during Phase II testing, re-
quiring that the cage be re-entered to clean the lip device, the water
lip device was also washed off at the same time as a safety measure.
Since this was an area of concern, the water lip device was removed
from the TFDM and the following refurbishment action taken:
o Installed new microswitches and actuators
o Installed new light bulbs
o Readjusted mechanism
o Cleaned assembly.
The device was checked for operation on the bench, then re-installed
on the TFIM and satisfactory total subsystem operation verified. Figure
36 illustrates the lip device assembly.
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Figure 3^  Lockheed Feeder Lip Device Contamination
o
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Figure 36 Lockheed Water Lip Device
Lockheed TV System.- Because of poor TV performance during Phase II
testing, the complete TV system was sent to the vendor, Cohu Electronics,
San Diego, California, for complete service and checkout as a total system.
The pan and tilt unit, less the camera, was sent to PF Research Labs, the
manufacturer of the unit, for complete service and repair of the pan drive
assembly which failed during the Phase II test. The pan drive failure was
caused by set screw slippage on the clutch/shaft interface. New parts
were installed and additional set screws installed and stacked. The unit
was cleaned, re-painted, and satisfactory operation at PF Research verified.
The pan and tilt unit was sent to Cohu Electronics for camera installation.
The Lockheed technician, selected to be at NAMI during the Phase III
test, was sent to Cohu to supervise the camera/pan and tilt assembly and
also to be instructed in the service of the subject TV system.
While at Cohu, the Lockheed system was modified from a 925 scan line
system to a 525 scan line system, so as to be compatible with the KAMI Ampex
Video Tape Recorder.
The NAMI Shibadin camera, which views the time and data clock on the
test control room wall, was also sent to Cohu so that the total TV system,
including Northrop1s, which will be discussed later, could be checked out
and adjusted for the best total system performance possible.
The TV system was shipped from Cohu to NAMI late in January 1971. Both
the Lockheed and Northrop systems were installed on the TFEM's with the moni-
tors and controls in the respective consoles. An operational check showed
that the system, including the Shibadin, Ampex Video Tape Recorder, and the
sequence, switching electronics, for recording the TFEM's and time date
identification, performed very satisfactorily.
Later, during other system checks on the Lockheed TFEM, the TV system
became inoperative. Trouble-shooting resulted in a suspected bad horizontal
scan output transistor in the camera. The camera was removed from the pan
and tilt unit, and the transistor was replaced. During camera removal, it
was discovered that the connector that mates with the camera contained
several broken wires. This may have been the reason for the transistor
failure. Due to the poor condition of the remaining wires, the entire
connector was rewired. The camera was re-installed into the pan and tilt
unit, the TV electronics realigned, with the result of much improved TV
performance.
Biotelemetry Equipment Support Bracket.- New brackets were designed,
fabricated, and installed on the TFDM ground support dolly for installation
of the biotelemetry receivers, demodulators, and receiver power supply.
This change made the mounting of these units solid, provided better
electrical grounds, and prevented wiring damage at connector interfaces.
The installation is shown in Figure 37* This biotelemetry receiving equip-
ment was located as close to the cage antenna and antenna couplers as possible
to reduce electrical noise interference.
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Figure 37 Lockheed Biotelemetry Receiver Equipment Installation
Biotelemetry System Modifications.- Biotelemetry performance during
the Phase II test was not to the level of performance desired. Steps were
taken to improve performance prior to start of the Phase II test, but during
the 18U days of testing which followed, the yield from the modifications
was marginal. The EGG portion of this system was still untried as a result
of transmitter failure after the unit was implanted in the animal.
.Prior to the start of the Phase III test, the system was again studied
to determine what could be done with the existing equipment to improve
performance. The results are presented below:
o Very careful calibration of both temperature and EGG transmitters
prior to being implanted in the primates.
o Adjust gain of biotelemetry system to match calibration of the
implanted transmitters.
o With the existing hardware, no way could be found to prevent signal
drop out due to the position of the primate relative to the cage
antenna.
o Design new antenna coupler system to prevent connection damage.
© Provide better grounding system.
As a result of the study, refurbishment began at IMSC with the evalua-
tion of the NASA-Ames supplied transmitters. The following presents the
results of that evaluation.
The test was performed for the purposes of confirming the data supplied
by NASA regarding the pulse and frequency characteristics of the transmitters,
and selecting the optimum frequencies of operation from those available.
Test set-up consisted of a Nems-Clarke Model 1502A receiver, used to
monitor the transmitter frequencies, a temperature-controlled water bath,
and an L&M Model 1007 receiver working in conjunction with a Tektronix
Model 5^ 5 oscilloscope (type CA plug-in) for examination of the pulse
characteristics. The temperature of the bath was read from a Scientific
Glass Apparatus Co., type T 3240 glass/mercury thermometer calibrated from
-20°C to 110°C. Temperature readings were estimated to 0.1°C.
During each transmitter test, the transmitter was immersed in the bath,
which had been raised to approximately 43°C. The bath was then allowed to
cool to approximately 35°C, readings being taken at about every 2°C. At
least ten minutes lapsed between readings, and the water was continuously
stirred.
A Wavetek Model 110 function generator was used, with a suitable resis-
tor network, to produce the 10 millivolt, 10 Hz signal for testing the EGG
transmitters. In the first phase of the experiment, a stainless steel con-
tainer was used for the water bath. It later became apparent that the metal
container had shifted the transmitter frequencies. Frequency measurements
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were repeated using a plastic water container; however, the pulse character-
istics measurements made with the metal container were retained, since that
parameter is not affected by the proximity of the transmitter to metal.
Test results are tabulated in Table 1. Mr. Pope at NASA-Ames revealed
that their measurements on the temperature transmitters were made in water,
while the ECG transmitters were checked in air at room temperature. All
data is presented in Table 1.
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TABLE 1
Biotelemetry Transmitter Calibration
Transmitter DT 1 - Temperature
LMSC Measurements:
o,.Temp;
42.8
to.8
38.7
36.7
34.4
42.3
35-3
Long Pulse, msec
11.05
12.30
13.75
15.65
17-20
Frequency, MHz
96.9
96.9
96.9
Short Pulse, msec
6.95
7.00
7.05
7.05
7.10
L&M Tuning Range*
(Dial Reading)
118 to 125
119 to 125
119 to 125
Transmitter US 2 - Temperature
LMSC Measurements:
Temp, C
43.9
41-5
39-5
37-7
35-9
42.3
38.1
34.6
Long Pulse, msec
10.40
11.60
12.80
13-90
15-30
Frequency, MHz
95-9
96.0
96.1
Short Pulse, msec
6.85
6.90
6.90
6.90
6.95
L&M Tuning Range*
(Dial Reading)
100 - 106
101 - 110
103 - HI
*Range over which the receiver will produce a pulsed
output with the IF gain reduced to the point where
the signal just saturates at the detector output.
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
Transmitter HT 3 - Temperature
LMSC Measurements:
Temp, C
43-3
M.5
39-4
37-4
35-4
43.0
38.3
34.9
Transmitter HT 5 •
LMSC Measurements;
Temp, °C
43.2
39-4
37.5
35.4
38.2
Long Pulse, msec
11.60
12.70
14.00
15-70
17-40
Frequency, MHz
98.4
98.4
98.5
Temperature
Long Pulse, msec
11.20
12.10
13.70
15-00
16.70
Frequency, MHz
98.0
98.0
98.0
Short Pulse, msec
7-35
7.^ 0
7. ho
L&M Tuning Range*
(Dial R eading)
149 - 161
11*9 - 160
- 160
Short Pulse, msec
6.95
6.95
7.00
7.05
7-05
L&M Tuning Range*
(Dial Reading)
- 158
1U7 - 158
- 158
*Range over which the receiver will produce a pulse
output with the IF gain reduced to the point where
the signal just saturates at the detector output.
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
Transmitter DB 1-ECG
LMSC Measurements
Temp, °C Frequency MHz
25, air 107-2
37, water 106.5
Transmitter DB 2-ECG
LMSC Measurements
25, air 106.6
37, water 106.1
Pulse Interval
sec
2.8
2.?
Pulse Duration
msec
25
2.85
2.75
Pulse interval varies by ;+ .125 msec with a
10 Hz, 10 millivolt peak-to^peak square wave
input.
Transmitter DB 6 - ECG
LMSC Measurements:
25, air 105.8
37, water 104.6
3.08
2.96
Pulse interval varies by +_ .14 msec with a
10 Hz, 10 millivolt peak-to-peak square wave
input.
Transmitter DB 7 - ECG
LMSC Measurements:
25, air 104.8
37, water 106-9
3.1
3-05
10.6
10.8
17
19
18
18
Pulse interval noises by +_ .13 msec with a
10 Hz, 10 millivolt peak-to-peak square wave
input.
Evaluation of the results reveals an apparent instability in the basic trans-
mitter frequencies. The reason for this is not known. The pulse character-
istics are close to those obtained by NASA. On the basis of these tests,
two temperature and ECG transmitters have been recommended to NAMI as
preferred for implantation in the selected Phase III test animals. Selection
was based on transmitters with the least deviation between NASA-Ames cali-
bration results and the LMSC calibration results, and also consideration for
as much frequency separation as possible. (See Table 2.)
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TABLE 2
Selected Biotelemetry Sensors
Lockheed Northrop
Sensor Primate 6Z2 Primate 6Z6
Temperature HT-5 DT-1
(98.0 MHz) (96.9 MHz)
EGG DB-2 DB-6
(106.6 MHz) (105.8 MHz)
The KAMI calibration data also closely agreed with the NASA and LMSC data.
The LMSC calibration curves are presented in Appendix E of this report.
A new antenna coupler box was fabricated to house the antenna coupler,
three antenna signal dividers, low pass filter, and RF pre-amplifier. The
function of this unit is to couple all RF signals from the four ferrite
core antenna blocks in the cage antenna blade and the single turn coil
antenna in the retrieval canister. The new assembly is shown in Figure 38*
Checkout and calibration of the biotelemetry system was performed in
two phases. First, the checkout of the receiving system by means of an
implantable sensor, and second, the calibration of the temperature demodu-
lators and recorders with a pulse simulator so that each system is set up
for the temperature transmitters that will actually be used.
After installation of the coupler assembly, the system was checked out
by placing the transmitter inside the cage near the antennas and tuning the
receivers until outputs could be obtained and displayed on an oscilloscope.
The receivers were adjusted for maximum sensitivity with minimum response
to noise. Signal pickup was obtained in about 90% of the cage.
Calibration of the temperature demodulator was accomplished, using an
electronic device which simulated the pulse characteristics of either im-
planted transmitter at any temperature in the physiological range. The
device was set with the aid of a Monsanto Electronic Counter, which dis-
played the pulse time intervals to an extremely high degree of accuracy.
The temperature demodulator was adjusted in accordance with the data de-
rived by LMSC during calibration of the bioteleraetry temperature trans-
mitters .
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Figure 38 Lockheed Antenna Coupler Assembly
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The LMSC temperature demodulator gives 0 volts out for 1*1 C temperature
and +5»00 volts out for a 36°C temperature. The Gulton strip chart recorders
vere calibrated so that the full pen deflection of 50 small divisions corres-
ponded to the 5 volt swing of the demodulator outputs.
Prior to the start of the Phase III test, primate 6Z2 was placed in the
Lockheed TFDM, permitting biotelemetry adjustment of both temperature and EGG
receiving system. Both systems operated but with marginal performance. Further
investigations were conducted in an effort to improve performance of the system.
These investigations revealed that the IMSC implanted temperature transmitter
DT.5 had deviated from their original calibrations. This accounts for part
of the biotelemetry problem. A specific quantitative figure cannot be estab-
lished, but the shift is in the range of 5 to 10 percent. The cause of this
shift was not established, since transmitter calibration performance on the
devices by NASA-Ames, Lockheed, and NAMI showed relatively close results.
In order to provide some data to record for the test, the balance or
offset bias of the post-demodulation signal processing equipment was adjusted
so that the resultant signal would fall within the range of the original
calibration scale.
Data from a complete TFDM system run and checkout showed the biotelemetry
performance to be marginal.
The temperature channel was functioning but extremely noisy. The EGG
signal was being accepted by the receiver, but additional signal condition-
ing will be required to display the EGG data on the recorder. However, this
is the first time in the total test series that the EGG signal was indeed
being- received.
Although in this ground test, the bio-information was not critical to
either the life or behavioral support of the primate, the test was scheduled
to start on 8 February 1971 • During the test period, the performance of the
biotelemetry systems was improved, as discussed in the test results section
of this report.
Body Temperature Alarm System.- The body temperature alarm system in
the control console is part of the biotelemetry system and displays the
primate core temperature on a meter with high and low temperature set points.
Because of the calibration problem with the biotelemetry transmitter during
the Phase II tests, the audio alarm would be activated and the alarm sounded.
Since this condition was understood during Phase II testing, the alarm was
disconnected.
For Phase III testing, the alarm system was re-connected with the
addition of a switch, which if the conditions above existed, the tempera-
ture alarm system could be de-activated.
Activity Monitor Photo Sensor.- The activity monitor records animal
movement in the cage. It is a photocell light source system operating in
the infrared range shining horizontally across the cage, approximately 8
inches above the floor. During the Phase II test, the primate pushed the
lens back into the lens housing and the total assembly was knocked from
its installation point on the cage during maintenance on another sub-
system. For the remaining portion of the Phase II test, it vas taped in
place.
The system was removed from the cage and disassembled. The unit was
cleaned and the following changes made:
o A new lens fabricated with larger outside diameter.
o The lens holder was re-machined to accept the larger diameter lens.
This rework of the lens holder now provided a seat on which the
lens now rests. This will prevent the primate from pushing the
lens out.
o A set screw was installed in the stainless steel extension tube
which locks the extension tube to the lens holder.
o A new bracket was machined which clamps to the outside diameter
of the extension tube, and the bracket in turn fastens to the
vertical longeron of the cage structure. This holds the assembly
firmly to the cage.
The assembly was re-installed on the cage and operationally checked and
found satisfactory. Details of the rework to the extension tube, lens
holder and lens with the new mounting bracket are shown in Figure 39•
Figure to shows the installation.
Cage Temperature Controller.- During the Phase II test, a cage over-
heat condition was experienced as the temperature controller programmed
the cage heaters on. The investigation into this problem revealed the
following information.
The action of the West controller, located in the Lockheed TFDM console,
is dependent upon interruption of a beam of light by a vane attached to the
needle of the display meter. As long as the environmental temperature is
below the temperature set point, the vane carried on the needle will not
interrupt the beam of light and the heater elements will be activated. As
the needle moves to coincide with the indicator set point, the beam of light
is cut off, resulting in heater power off. A stop consisting of a small
steel wire prevents the meter needle from rising higher than the indicator
and thus re-activating the heater elements by again uncovering the beam of
light.
Figure 39 Lockheed Activity Monitor Sensor Rework
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Figure 40 Lockheed Activity Monitor Sensor Installation
A detail investigation of the instrument showed that the stop wire
was not correctly adjusted and it was possible for the vane to exceed the
normal limit and re-activate the heater elements, creating a runaway
condition. Correction of this fault was the re-adjustment of the stop wire
so that the beam of light can be exposed only when the meter needle is
below the desired temperature.
Primate In Canister Signal Intermittent.- At times during the Phase II
test, the primate-in-canister indicator light would come "on", although as
could be seen on TV, the primate was not in the canister. Since the primate-
in-canister sensor is a photocell/light source unit, when a bulb burned out,
the result was the same as though the animal cut the light beam. As this
happened, bulbs were replaced during the test period.
To solve this problem for the Phase III test, the photocell/light source
units were re-aligned. New light sources were installed and the photocells
checked for proper operation and re-installed on the canister. The voltage
to the light sources was reduced from 2k volts to 18 volts to increase bulb
life. The canister was re-installed on the TFIM and operation verified as
satisfactory.
Cage Lighting.- As part of the refurbishment program, all light bulbs
in the TFEM system were replaced with new components. This included the four
roof-mounted 18-inch long Vita-lite 15 W fluorescent lamps in the cage ceiling.
The GE FS-2 starters were also replaced. Proper operation of all light systems
was verified after installation of the new bulbs.
12 CFM Air Flow System.- The 12 CFM fan operates continuously, drawing
its air supply from the ambient laboratory. Before the air reaches the fan,
it is drawn past a pitot tube which is directly connected to an inflow
differential pressure gage on the control console. Since 12 CFM of air is
drawn into the air flew system, if there are no leaks in the total TFEM
system, 12 CFM should flow out. This cannot happen, however, as the cage
is not that airtight at the social windows, where the Lockheed and Northrop
cages interface.
Part of the problem was traced to particle contamination of the very
small diameter holes in the pitot tube. After cleaning, outflow AP was
again normal. Any other reason for low outflow AP was air leaks out of
the TFEM into the test chamber room and not out the 12 CFM exhaust port.
Lockheed Mass Measurement System.- MMS load cell operation was satis-
factory but the first digit on nixie tube readout was inoperative. The
control unit was removed from the console, the visual readout repaired
and the electronics repaired. The system was re-installed in the console
and performance checked with a known check weight of 10.03 pounds placed
at various positions on the cage floor. The average weight taken from five
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different positions on the cage floor was 10.18 pounds, which equals a height
of .15. This operation was considered satisfactory, as tare adjustments can
be made at the control unit.
Smoke Detection System.- A smoke and/or fire detection system was added
to the total Lockheed and Northrop TFDM systems, as well as the NAMI test
chamber and control rooms. This discussion will define only the installation
of the detector into the Lockheed TFIM and the fire control panel into the
Lockheed TFEM control console.
The detector unit is located in the air return duct downstream of the
air circulation heater installation. A 6.0 inch diameter hole was cut in
the center of the duct located midpoint between the upper duct attach
flange and the upper edge of the heater door. A series of 8, number 10/32
self-locking nutplates were installed on a 6.7 inch diameter bolt circle,
providing fasteners for the door. (See Figure 4l.)
A 7«5 inch diameter door was fabricated with a cutout in the center
to allow for the detector indexing key to pass through the door. Four holes
allow the electrical pins to extend through the door. Electrical insulation
is provided by placing rubber grommets in these holes, thus preventing the
pins from coming in contact with the door. The detector is held to the
interior surface of the door by three aluminum Zee sections at 120° spacing
around the exterior surface of the detector. The upper edge of the Zee
section grips a lip on the detector and the bottom surface of the Zee section
is fastened to the interior surface of the door. A silicone rubber gasket is
fitted between the door and the duct to provide an air seal. Dow Corning
30-121 silicone rubber adhesive sealant is used to seal around the detector
key and electrical pins at the door interface. Figure k2 shows the assembly.
The completed installation in the air duct can be seen in Figure V3> also
showing the electrical interface.
The control panel for the complete smoke detection system was mounted
in the Lockheed TFIM console just above the TV monitor. Just above the
control panel, the four detector fire warning indicators were mounted. These
units indicated which detector was actuated. The installation can be seen
in Figure kk.
Personnel from the Johnson Service Company functionally checked the
smoke detection system. After the proper sensor adjustments, the system
was checked by introducing cigar smoke into the 12 CFM air intake ports
of the TFIM's. The detection system alarm responded within seconds.
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Figure ki Lockheed Air Duct Shoving Hole for Smoke Detector
Installation
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Figure k2 Lockheed Smoke Detector/Door Assembly
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AFigure 3^ Lockheed Smoke Detector Installation
Figure k-k Lockheed Smoke Detector System Control Installation
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Lockheed Social Window Activity Monitor System.- The social window
activity monitors, which record primate movement at that position, was
modified so that all three sensors were operative instead of only two.
This was done by realignment of the sensor and light source assemblies
at the attach point on the side of the social window. (See Figure 40.)
The system was modified electrically by paralleling the two sensors into
one relay box, then readjusting the electronics of the relay box to accom-
modate the new sensor configuration.
Water System Fill.- The existing water in the system from the Phase II
test was drained from the bladder tanks. The system was purged with dry N?
to remove as much of the old water as possible.
For both the Lockheed and Northrop primate drinking water supply, NAMI
distilled 65.0 gallons of tap water, which was contained in 10 carboys. The
water was distilled by use of a Stokes automatic water still. To each 6.5
gallon carboy, one cc of sodium hypochlorite (NaCIO) was added. The carboy
was then capped and placed in storage.
The Lockheed drinking water system was filled with a 90% CO -
ethylene oxide mixture on the water side of the bladder tanks at 35 Psig
and 35 Psig N on the gas side of the bladder. This gas mixture was in the
total system, with the exception of the lip device, for l6 hours. The system
was then bled down and purged with water containing 2.5 parts per million of
NaCIO. This completed the drinking water system sterilization process.
Both water tanks were sterilized, but only one tank, number 1, was
charged with 22.25 gallons of distilled water containing 2.0 ppm of NaCIO.
The electrical connectors were taken off the water tank transfer valves to
prevent the possibility of water transfer to tank number 2 by pushing the
valve actuation switches on the console by accident.
The heat sterilized microbial filter (0.12 micron) was installed and the
water tanks pressurized to 10 psig on the gas side of the bladder tanks. The
system was cycled 20 times by lip device actuation on each aliquot accumula-
tor, the device which actually dispenses the water to the lip device. A
schematic diagram of the system is shown in Figure 45.
A check was made on the amount of water dispensed per aliquot, resulting
in 2.89 cc per lip switch actuation. A check was made at this time for NaCIO
content, and the results indicated that no residual NaCIO was in the drinking
water at the start of the Phase III test. Biological tests on water taken
at the water tank sampling ports resulted in no micro-organism growth. The
water system sterilization and fill apparatus can be seen in Figure 46.
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Figure k$ Primate Drinking Water System Schematic (Lockheed)
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Figure 6^ Lockheed Water System Sterilization and
Fill Apparatus
Feeder Cycle Complete Hicroswitch.- During the Phase II test, one of
the two feeder cycle complete microswitches failed. The redundant switch
then took over this function. However, prior to the start of the Phase III
test, these switches were replaced and proper operation was verified. The
feeder was then filled with approximately 50*000 food tablets and tested
for proper operation on both drive motors. Operation was normal.
Behavioral Programmer.- Daring a complete TFEM systems operational check-
out, the exerciser component would not always function. No primate reward
would become available though satisfying the required exerciser counts, that
is, by extension and retractions of the unit by the primate in the cage. The
problem was found to be marginal bottom handle (lower limit) signal into the
exerciser "latch" electronics in the programmer, due to the combination of a
short duration signal pulse (approximately 10 microseconds) and a low pass
noise suppression filter. The problem was solved by adding a 0.33 microfarad
timing capacitor to the output one-shot. The resultant pulsewidth was in-
creased to 100 microseconds.
Northrop TFEM
Like Lockheed, all refurbishment action items for the Northrop TFEM were
defined on the master schedule as a result of the Phase III medical protocol
test refurbishment meeting at KAMI. Again, order of presentation does not
represent the sequence in which they were accomplished.
Cage Subsystems.- The interior of the cage, walls, moving wall, and
floor grid was cleaned with a mixture of detergent and water; such a mixture
was also used for the Lockheed TFEM. The cage was then rinsed with clean
water and allowed to air dry. It was then washed down with isopropyl alcohol
and again allowed to air dry. The cleaned cage can be seen in Figure 13.
Waste Management System.- The waste management system was cleaned by
using Home-N-Shop vacuum fitted with a small diameter pick-up tube which would
fit between the floor grid rods and extend down into the waste collection
area. The fecal material was pulled up by the vacuum and deposited in the
vacuum collection tank. (See Figure 13.)
The waste management system tray was removed from the TFEM and the old
charcoal removed so the system could be cleaned. Water, detergent, and
isopropyl alcohol was used to clean the tray during which time considerable
care was exercised to protect the electrical wiring in the area.
The system was re-supplied with 10.hO pounds of activated charcoal. The
existing germicidal lamps were removed and replaced with new ones. The lamps
were checked for proper operation, followed by re-assembly. The complete
subsystem was then installed on the TFEM. The waste management tray is shown
in Figure k-f.
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Figure ^7 Northrop Waste Management Tray
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A sample of the old charcoal which was in the system during the Phase II
184-day test was sent to LMSC Biotechnology Laboratory for analysis. Two
types of extractions were performed — chloroform and ethyl alcohol. The
results are as follows:
Chloroform Soluble - Yellow oil, hydrocarbon and ester
Ethyl Alcohol - Water soluble nitrogen compound (amide)
It is interesting to note that the oil found in the Northrop charcoal
bed was of the same structure as that found in the Lockheed air ducts and
later defined as the oil used to free the Lockheed exerciser. This proves
that there was some air migration between the two TFIM's.
400 Hz Axial Fan.- The existing 400 Hz axial fan, which provides TFEM
air circulation, was removed and inspected for overall condition. When the
fan blade was rotated, considerable bearing noise was noted, A decision was
made to install a new fan on the TFIM and keep the old unit as a spare. The
fan was operated for 1.0 hour after installation for operational verification.
The fan was operated a full 2k hours prior to the start of the Phase III test
to insure that odors that sometimes are present when new equipment is operated
had vented overboard through the 12 CFM bleed port and also to the test
chamber. At the completion of the 24 hour run, no odors could be detected.
TV System.- All elements of the Northrop TV system were sent to Cohu
Electronics, as was the Lockheed system, for complete service and checkout.
The system was received at NAMI late in January 1971 and installed on the
TFIM. An operational check showed that the total system functioned properly,
and that information was properly recorded by the video tape recorder.
TV Lens Protection.- The plastic disc which protects the lens system
on the TV camera from dirt and damage from the primate was badly scratched
during the Phase II test. A failure in the electrical system caused the disc
to rotate when actuated to a new and clean position. But the system would
not turn "off" and the disc continued to rotate. The disc used during the
Phase II test is shown in Figure 48, which illustrates the smears and scratch
damage by the primate.
NAMI shop personnel fabricated a new disc from plexiglas, using the
original as a pattern. The new disc was installed on the disc drive system.
The electrical problem was due to a microswitch failure in the disc control
system. A new switch was installed, resulting in normal system operation.
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Figure 48 Northrop TV Camera Lens Protection Disc
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Water Dispensing System.- During the Phase II test, primate drinking
water leakage was detected at the dispensing unit vent port. It was not
known whether this leakage was due to bad solenoid valves, or to an internal
problem in the dispensing system itself.
The dispensing unit, including the spare unit, was sent to IMSC,
Sunnyvale, California, for inspection and repair.
The primary dispenser was complete^ disassembled for inspection. The
inspection revealed that the grease used to effect a water seal between the
piston shaft and the housing, and the stem valve and the piston shaft, was
driven out and 80 percent gone. This allowed water to leak between the
respective parts. During the Phase II test, it was operated in this condi-
tion, which caused not only water leakage but galling of the sliding stain-
less steel parts.
The parts were cleaned and the interior of the cylinder honed, including
the piston and stem valve. Because of the very close tolerances used in the
design of this unit, very little material was removed during the process.
The parts were again cleaned and greased with Dow Corning 102 compound
and re-assembled.
The device was functionally tested in a lab bench set up, applying 10
psig of water pressure to the water dispensing unit and cycling drive system.
During this test, the device did not leak water from the vent hole and would
dispense 3«8 cc of water consistently. Figure 20 shows the components of
the dispenser.
The back-up or spare water dispenser, when received at LMSC, could not
be cycled. The unit was disassembled and found to be badly galled between
the piston shaft and the housing, and between the stem valve shaft and piston
shaft. The grease in this unit, as in the primary unit, was driven out in
several of the grease seal groves.
All parts were cleaned and honed, followed by polishing. However, this
unit had deep scratches which the above operation did not remove. To do so,
would open up tolerances beyond which proper operation of the device would
be doubtful.
The device was assembled using Dow Corning 103 compound in the grease
groves on all sliding parts.
The lip device was operationally checked using the same lab set up as
that used for the primary unit. During the test, the small "0" ring on the
lip piece leaked, allowing water to seep out of the pressure sensing holes
on the tip of the lip piece. The "0" ring was replaced with an LS 80 7-116
Viton "0" ring. The unit was retested and repeatedly dispensed k cc of water
with no leaks. The completed unit can be seen in Figure ^ 9«
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Figure k-9 Northrop Water Lip Dispensing
Device
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The hardware was returned to NAMI, Pensacola, and the primary lip
dispensing device was installed on the TFIM.
Feeder Lip Device Blow-out System.- During the Phase II test, the small
holes in the feeder lip device would become blocked by food tablet dust and
moisture from the primate's mouth. Once these holes were blocked, the primate
could no longer create a vacuum by sucking on the lip device, thus the AP
sensor had nothing to sense and the result was that the feeder would not cycle.
See Figure 50. NASA, LRC recommended that a system be installed during re-
furbishment that would permit the lip device sensor holes to be blown out with
N_ gas pressure, keeping the ports clean, thus preventing failure of the feeder
system to deliver a tablet. The system was installed using the following
components:
© 3-way solenoid valve
o Solenoid valve normally "open"
o Control panel mounted on Northrop console
o N2 supply with regulator control
The system is plumbed with the 3-way valve seeing the normally open
solenoid valve and on to the Northrop sensor electronics. The N? supply
is plumbed to the other port on the 3-way valve with gas pressure supplied
through the regulator. The remaining port on the 3-way valve is plumbed
to the lip device. The system operation is by electrical control from the
control console. The switch is placed from "off" to the enable position:
this arms the push button and also closes the normally open solenoid, pre-
venting gas flow from reaching the AP sensor. The push button can now
be operated and will allow gas to flow as long as the button is held down.
After cleaning the lip device with N? gas, the enable switch is returned to
the "off" position. Installation of this system can be seen in Figure 51«
The system was checked with normal system operation.
Feeder/Waterer Lip Device Remote Voltage Readout and Adjustment.- During
previous testing, voltage changes in the set level of the electronics which
sense signals from the AP sensors in both the food tablet and water lip
dispensing systems would cause premature actuation or no actuation at all.
Each time this failure occurred, the test chamber room had to be entered
and the voltages measured and the desired voltage level set. To prevent
this, NASA-LRC designed a remote adjustment control system which could be
monitored from the control console as well as be adjusted at the same place.
The control box was fabricated, the electronic components selected, and
the system was wired. The internal wiring of the box is seen in Figure 52.
The completed assembly is mounted to the top of the Northrop control console
as shown in Figure 53• The L^ C designed system also sounds an audio alarm
if either the ram or star wheel motors fail, as well as the water lip device
drive motor.
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Figure 50 Northrop Feeder Lip Device Vacuum Ports
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Figure 52 Northrop Feeder/Waterer Remote Voltage Display
Control Box
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Figure 53 Northrop Feeder/Waterer Remote Voltage Display
Control Installation on TFEM Console
10?
The system was installed and during checkout, considerable cross-talk
existed between the motor alarm and the behavioral programmer.
Investigation into the problem indicated an error had been made in the
wiring of the alarm circuit to the programmer. Corrections were made; however,
this new addition did effect programmer performance. Further investigations
revealed that it was necessary to disable the appropriate logic that sensed
simultaneous feeder ram and starwheel motor operation. There is a period of
time during the feeder cycle that the ram motor and star-wheel motor are
commanded to operate together. The alarm would sense this and the alarm
would sound every time the feeder was programmed to operate. This, of course,
was not a valid alarm condition. The added necessary logic was installed into
the control box to inhibit motor power during an alarm condition. Noise
suppression capacitors were added to the alarm circuit to prevent random
noise from triggering an alarm condition.
The system was checked out by simulating a jammed or motor inoperative
condition at the TFIM. The system performed satisfactorily.
Biotelemetry.- The Northrop biotelemetry system was checked out in much
the same way as was Lockheed's, that is, by checkout of the receiving systems
by an implantable biotelemetry sensor and the calibration of the temperature
demodulators and recorders with a pulse simulator.
A power divider was added to the Northrop antenna system prior to start
of system checkout. The implantable transmitters were placed inside the
Northrop cage, then the receivers tuned till outputs could be obtained and
displayed on an oscilloscope. The receivers were adjusted for maximum
sensitivity with minimum response noise. The Northrop system worked much
better with the addition of the power divider. It was noted that signal
pick-up was in only about 30 percent of the cage prior to installation of
the power divider and about 90$ of the cage volume after installation.
The Northrop demodulator gives 0 volts out for ki°C and -5.00 volts out
for 36°C temperature. The Gulton Chart recorders were calibrated so that the
full pen deflection of 50 small divisions corresponded to the 5 volt swing
of the demodulator outputs.
As was the case with the Lockheed transmitter, the calibration of the
temperature transmitter in the Northrop primate 6z6 had also changed. Again
the cause is not defined. The equipment was adjusted so that the resultant
signal would fall within the range of the original calibration scale. ECG
signals were being accepted by the receiver but could not be displayed on
the recorders. Post-detection signal conditioning amplifiers were designed,
fabricated, and installed in the biotelemetry system. This equipment ampli-
fied the analog ECG signal from the demodulator to an acceptable recording
level. These units consisted of input network filters and integrated circuit
operational amplifiers.
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This was the first test in which both temperature and EGG signals were
received from both primates. The temperature channel operated but there was
much noise. The test was started, since in the ground-based test, this
marginal performance is not critical, and efforts to improve this performance
continued after test start. The Northrop biotelemetry installation is shown
in Figure 5^ .
Northrop Behavioral Programmer.- Northrop designed and built two
behavioral programmers, one of which was supplied as GFE to Lockheed from
NASA. The programmers are nearly the same, with only minor changes to
accommodate differences in the functional design of the two TFIM's.
Outside electrical noise affected Northrop's programmer in the same
way as was the Lockheed unit, and various components needed filtering. The
problems first investigated were those defined at the Refurbishment Schedule
Meeting:
a Exerciser count program - Two modifications made in the electronics
circuits of this component. First, the input circuit was simplified,
eliminating two flip flops and a monostable multivibrator, as well
as several gates. This new circuit was less susceptible to noise
transients. Second, a delay of about 10 microseconds was intro-
duced into the circuit between the flip flop that controls button
sensitivity and counter input. This was necessary as the same
signal that stops the task and issues the reward also re-sets
this flip flop. If this flip flop operates faster than the task-
stop circuit, an additional count will be entered and the task will
continue. The revised circuits were checked and operation was
satisfactory.
® Noise on exerciser/interlock counter - To reduce noise sensitivity
of the counter, the following capacitors were added:
(1) A 1.0 microfarad capacitor between Module A-17 Vcc and Ground
A-17-1.
(2) A .001 microfarad capacitor between the Counter Reset Input
A-17-5 and Ground.
(3) A .01 microfarad capacitor between Counter Reset Input A-17-3
and Ground A-17-2 to reduce the sensitivity of the interlock
input to noise impulses, the filtered gate in the LB8217 flat
pack was disconnected and replaced by a Schmidt trigger circuit.
See Figure 55• To reduce the sensitivity of the exerciser input
to noise impulses, the exerciser input circuitry on the plug-in
board mounted next to A-17 was disconnected and replaced with a
revised input circuit as shown in Figure 56. The circuitry on
the printed circuit board relating to sequence advance control
was not disconnected and still is active. The exerciser and
interlock switches were connected N.O. and pullup resistors
were provided with the input circuitry.
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Figure k^ Northrop Biotelernetry Installation
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The improvements that have been incorporated into the exerciser and
interlock circuitry make these functions more stable and essentially in-
sensitive to any present noise now in the electrical system. However, the
counter used to determine the number of exercise and interlock counts was
still sensitive to occasional excessive noise pulses.
The 10 KHz avoidance tone was improved by filtering the power supply
line to the tone generator, eliminating interaction between it and the
tone activation circuit.
After the above changes were completed, a full operational programmer
checkout was conducted. It was found the sequence counter would not advance
either manually or by a task success signal. The problem was found to be
a broken wire between module boards A9-25 and A30-27. This line is used to
reset the multiple task counter. If this counter does not get reset, the
sequence advance signal will be inhibited. The wire was replaced and the
sequence advanced, but was erratic in that it did not always advance upon
task success and would sometimes jump counts when stepped manually. The
problem was isolated to a marginal reset pulse (due to line noise filter)
to the multiple task counter and switch bounce. The problem was eliminated
by installing a 15 microfarad timing capacitor on the A9-SS1, first sequence
advance one shot, which increased the pulse width from approximately ^
microseconds to 10 microseconds. This allowed sufficient time to reset
the multiple task counter while still employing the noise spike suppression
filter and also provided a guard one-shot effect for the mechanical contact
bounce of the manual sequence advance switch.
Mass Measurement System Noise.- During the Phase II test, it was noted
that the bridge balance detector or null meter could not be zeroed. This
was a result of two problems:
(1) Urine and feces contamination at edges of MMS floor canister
interface.
(2) Electronics out of adjustment.
To correct these problems, the MMS canister was cleaned and the floor
checked for freedom of movement. On the inside of the control console, near
the null meter installation, a potentiometer which also controls the load
cell bridge circuit was adjusted to balance the system within the range of
the null control on the face of the console. When completed, the system
was checked and proper operation verified.
Moving Wall Fails to Return to Stowed Position.- The moving wall failed
to return to the stowed position as a result of operating the avoidance
system with the retrieval canister removed. When the canister is in place,
an electrical interlock is provided. When the canister is removed, the
electrical circuit is "open", preventing return of the moving wall to the
stowed position. To correct this, a jumper was installed in advoidance
electronics which, when canister was removed, completed the electrical cir-
cuit, allowing the wall to return to the stowed position. Operation was
verified as normal.
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Northrop Feeder Clutch Adjustment*- The clutch adjustment keeps the
proper tension on the food tablets in the plastic zipper tube, and they
enter the mandrel which guides them to the lip dispensing system. - This
adjustment changes over time. This is due to several things: stretch in
the plastic tube, wear in the mechanism, etc. No way could be found to
make the adjustment and have it hold. In fact, it was difficult to deter-
mine just what the adjustment should be. However, whether too tight or too
loose, both situations can cause feeder failure.
The solution to this problem became an operational procedure rather than
a hardware modification.
The proper tension on the zipper tubing was determined by cycling the
feeder many times until optimum operation was obtained. The tension was
then determined by squeezing the tube with the finger and was maintained
by performance of this check daily during the test period. If the tension
was not right, the clutch was adjusted.
Retrieval Door Failed to Close.- During the Phase II test, this door
did not fully close. To solve this problem, the decision was made, during
the refurbishment meeting, to remove the retrieval canister from the TPIM
for the Phase III test and bolt and seal a plate over the retrieval/
canister cage interface opening.
Cage Lighting.- All cage light bults were removed and replaced with
new units, including the three 20 watt Vita-lite fluorescent lamps located
in the air plenum above the cage. AH lamps in the behavioral task panel
and lip device cue lights were also replaced with new bulbs. Figure 57
shows the task panel after the Phase II test and prior to installation of
new bulbs.
Smoke Detection System.- The installation of the smoke detection system
into the Northrop cage was the same as that described for Lockheed, except
for physical location. The detector was installed in a removable door at
the top of the cage which formed the upper surface of the air plenum. The
detector was installed on the door as shown in Figure 58- The foam used
for sound suppression was removed in the area of the detector to allow air
flow around the detector head. Figure 59 shows the detector door and
electrical pins with rubber insulators. The completed installation is
shown in Figure 60.
Primate Drinking Water System Fill.- The existing water in the tanks
from the Phase II test was drained from both storage tanks and the system
purged with dry N to remove as much water from the system as possible.
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Figure 57 Northrop Behavioral Task Panel
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Figure 58 Northrop Smoke Detector
Installation
\Figure 59 Northrop Smoke Detector Electrical Interface
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The water was distilled and was contained in 6.5 gallon carboys to
which one cc of NaClO was added.
The Northrop tanks were filled with a 90% CO - 10$ ethylene oxide
mixture per procedure with 22 psig EDO on the water side of the bladders
and 21.8 psig dry Np on the gas side of the bladders. This mixture of gas
was bled down and flushed with distilled water containing 2.5 parts per
million of NaClO. This completed the sterilization process. On 30
January 1971, tank number 2 was filled with 22 gallons of distilled water
containing 2.0 parts per million of NaClO. The sterilization and fill
apparatus is shown in Figure 6l.
Feeder Tablet Loading.- The feeder tablet storage reel (Ref. Figure 18)
was removed from the feeder assembly and sent to Northrop Corporation, Palos
Verdes Peninsula, California, for tablet loading. Northrop has a loading
stand for the purpose of placing the tablets into the zipper tubing while
maintaining proper tension on the zipper tubing.
The tablets were loaded into the zipper tubing in groups of 100 tablets,
with every tenth tablet color coded. Three colors were used; red, yellow,
and blue. By this method, it was possible to index the passage of the tablet
tube relative to a fixed reference point on the feeder and determine the
number of tablets dispensed by the feeder.
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Test Chamber
Both TFIM's were installed in the NAMI Test Chamber, as shown in Figure
62. The Test Chamber is sound insulated to reduce outside noise in the
interior of the chamber. Construction of the chamber employed the use of
double steel walls, which are bolted together. The area between the walls
is filled with with fiberglass. The front wall can be removed so installa-
tion of the TFIM's into the chamber can be accomplished. One door in the
front wall is provided for personnel entrance and is instrumented to count
the number of entrances into the chamber area during test periods.
A dehumidifier system was installed in the chamber to control relative
humidity in the chamber atmosphere. See Figure 63. This was required as it
was the chamber atmosphere which was drawn into both TFIM air intakes. No
humidity control was provided in the TFEM systems as 12 CFM was exhausted
through ducts to outside the control room and through the building wall to
the outside ambient atmosphere dumping water vapor and contaminants.
Chamber temperature was maintained as near 65 F as possible. To prevent
iceing of the air conditioner, a large blower was added, as shown in Figure
64. This increased the air flow and heat load over the evaporator section
of the air conditioner.
All electrical wiring from the TFIM's was routed through fiberglass
filled sound traps in the chamber wall. Plumbing lines from the NO gas
supply system entered directly through the chamber wall. After installation
of the lines, fiberglass was packed around the tubes to reduce noise trans-
mission into the chamber.
The N gas supply system installed in the test chamber during Phase I
and II testing was removed and re-installed in the control room. During
testing, this system required that the 2000 psig "K" N_ bottle be replaced
as the gas was used. Considerable noise would result auring a bottle change,
disturbing the primates so the system was moved, preventing this outside
stimulus to the controlled environment.
The Johnson Service Company installed the smoke detection system detector
in the ceiling of the test chamber and the electrical portion of this system
to interface with the two TFIM's. This installation can be seen in Figure 60.
Control Room
The control room is actually the room in which the test chamber is in-
stalled. The test chamber was brought into the control room in sections and
assembled in one end of the rather long, narrow test area. The building is
located at the Naval Air Station, Pensacola, Florida; the facilities being
assigned to the Naval Aerospace Medical Research Institute.
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Figure 62 Lockheed/Northrop TFEM Interface Configuration
(Top View)
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Figure 63 Test Chamber DehMldifler Installation 123
Figure 6k Test Chamber Blower Installation
This room was furnished with office equipment, part racks, and special
electrical installations to meet the power requirements of both the Lockheed
and Northrop TFIM's.
The control room housed the Lockheed and Northrop TFIM Control Consoles.
The L.R.C. Data Recording Rack was located between these two consoles. This
rack contained signal conditioning equipment, strip recorders, power supplies,
and an array of counters, recording all behavioral responses, activity counts,
and food and water rewards. It was also the interface with the NAMI computer
system, located in an adjacent room for behavioral performance analysis.
Figure 65 shows the consoles and the recording equipment. Figure 66 illustrates
the installation of the smoke detection system with the master control for the
system in the center of the Lockheed console. Note the alarm bell on the wall
behind the console.
At the other end of the room near the door to the test chamber, the N_
gas supply system was installed. It was so plumbed that N« "K" bottles could
be changed without loss of system pressure to either TFIM. A table in this
area was used to plot the behavioral performance data. See Figure 67.
In the area adjacent to the control room, the kOO Hz 208 volt, 3 phase
power supply was installed. This power supply gave considerable trouble
during all phases of testing. Figure 68 shows efforts to provide additional
cooling for this unit in order to prevent power failures.
Prior to start of the Phase III test, all Y535 power tubes were replaced
with new ones, as well as the tubes in the oscillator module. The vendor was
contacted for technical assistance and all modifications which could be made
in the field were accomplished. After installation of the tubes, the power
supply was re-adjusted and 24-hour tests prior to actual test start resulted
in satisfactory operation.
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Figure 66 Control Room Smoke Detection Installation
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Figure 68 UOO Hz 208V 3 Phase Power Supply
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TEST RESULTS
The OPE/TFIM Phase III 60-Day Medical Protocol Test started 8 February
1971 and was completed 57 days later on 6 April 1971•
The test results will be presented in summary form, followed by the actual
log records for both Lockheed and Northrop TFIM's. Over a period of 57 days
of testing, 2k hours per day, many notations are made in the detail logs which
will not be presented in this section of the report. However, both Lockheed
and Northrop test data sheets are in Appendix C and D, which give detail test
data with instrumentation readings taken each day of the test at 1100, l600,
and 2300 hours. This report will not discuss the primate's behavioral per-
formance or the results of the post-test medical protocol activity. Also
presented are the unplanned events, which are major system shut-downs or
required cage entry by test personnel to correct the failures.
General
As a result of the pre-test refurbishment and general overall test
preparations, both TFIM's, the support equipment and recording equipment
was in better operating condition than in the previous tests. It is also
interesting to note that the test hardware had accumulated 239 days of
testing prior to start of the Phase III test.
A complete TFIM system checkout was conducted on 7 February 1971 so
both Lockheed and Northrop equipment, including all recording and test
support hardware items. The following discrepancies were noted:
o Lockheed and Northrop ECG telemetry channels not recording on
strip recorder.
o Lockheed and Northrop temperature telemetry channels recording,
but marginal performance.
o Programmer (LMSC) avoidance 10 second delay command intermittent.
o Event recorder (LRC recording rack) - Northrop social activity
being received at rack but not recording.
o Event recorder (LRC recording rack) - Lockheed timing handle
performance being received at rack but not recording.
None of the above discrepancies were considered critical to the life
support or behavioral support of the primates, and the test was started. The
above discrepancies were corrected during the subsequent testing with the
exception ox' the information on the strip recorders. However, this informa-
tion was being displayed on event counters on the LRC recording rack.
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The overall test results were better than those of previous tests.
However, the major problems encountered were in the same subsystems which
gave trouble during previous testing. They are as follows:
o Lockheed and Northrop biotelemetry systems
o Lockheed and Northrop lip devices
o Lockheed exerciser
o Lockheed pan and tilt unit
o Northrop feeder
o Northrop water dispensing system
o Test support equipment - UOO Hz 208 volt 3 phase power supply
For the first time during testing, EGG information from the transmitters
implanted in the primates was actually recorded. It is shown in Figure 69.
Phase III testing also clearly indicated the microbial filter in the
Lockheed primate drinking water system did indeed protect the water in the
storage tanks from contamination. Post-test water analysis done by both
Lockheed and NAMI confirmed that at the Lockheed lip device, there were
greater than 1000 microorganisms per ml of water, yet none could be found
in the sample taken from the tank. The Northrop system did not have a
microbial filter and the water in the tank had a microorganism count of
greater than 1000 per ml.
The problem with the lip devices for both Lockheed and Northrop are
created by the food tablets and/or saliva from the primate's mouth making
almost a glue-like substance which clogs the sensing ports in the Northrop
feeder lip device and blocks pivot action on the Lockheed lip device. Figures
70 and 71 illustrate this problem. This problem can also be seen in Figure
72, which shows how this material can build up in areas where the primate
spends considerable time. Some feces is also in this material, and it also
acts as a glue. This, however, did not present a problem at the behavioral
task lever panel.
The following will present a direct copy of the test log, which covers
the test period in detail. It has been grouped into sections for Lockheed,
Northrop, and test support equipment.
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EGG TRACE
PRIMATE 6Z2
25 mm/sec
Lockheed
EGG TRACE
PRIMATE 6Z6
25 mm/sec
Northrop
Figure 69 Lockheed/Northrop EGG Traces
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Figure 70 Lockheed Feeder and Waterer Lip Devices at
Phase III Test Completion
Figure 71 Northrop Feeder and Waterer Lip Devices at
Phase III Test Completion
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Activity for Week Ending 7 March 1971
Lockheed.- The two AVD programmer pins used to initiate the Avoidance
became broken in the withdrawal process. Replacement pins did not function
properly so that the adjacent two pins are being used for the same purpose.
The exerciser has been gradually becoming stiffer, as evidenced by a
somewhat labored motion at the downward limit of the stroke. However, this
has not caused a substantially longer duration per somplete cycle. This will
be watched carefully in the future.
There was a possible click rate hang-up on 3/2 in which the reference
rate continued for 9 to 15 minutes on three occasions. However, the primate
was on penalty and the technician on duty wasn't completely sure if the
primate didn't actuate the lever periodically (to maintain the sustained rate).
(Hitting the lever in less than 30 sec intervals would cause the continuous
reference click rate.)
The Mass Measurement unit experienced another outage during the week.
Troubleshooting of the unit failed to show any malfunctioning part, and the
unit soon became operable again for no apparent reason. When the unit was
replaced in the rack, the top cover plate for the chassis was left off, in
view of the possibility that a heat problem might have caused the outages.
The body temperature telemetry from the 6Z2 became very poor and inter-
mittent during the week. (Tracings throughout the past two weeks actually
showed rather poor and questionable quality.) The system was trouble-shot
and found that an extremely weak signal was received from the implanted trans-
mitter into the receiver. A spare transmitter which was tried yielded an
excellent signal and a steady DC recorder trace, so that the system from the
receiver through the recorder was performing satisfactorily. This operation
was obtained after adjustments of both the receiver and demodulator and after
the bypassing of a special noise filtering unit between the receiver and de-
modulator which was found to be obstructing a steady signal due to its required
threshold level.
Northrop.- Prom 3/U to 3/6, the pellet count was from 12 to 52$ low with
respect to the Pood Dispensed registers, 25$ on 3/U, 17$ on 3/5 and 52$ on 3/6.
The food tape drum and the food clutch mechanism were both tightened (the
latter proving to rectivy the trouble) and from 3/7 on, close agreement was
again obtained between the two measurements (within 1 or 2 pellets). However,
some hand adjustments are still required from time to time in order to main-
tain the feeder tape taut and level as it leaves the drum. Attempts will be
made to apply additional friction or drag to the drum's rotation to eliminate
the hand adjustment requirement.
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There has been a gradual leakage of water from the NOR lip device since
the beginning of the test. This water has been collected by means of a
rubber hose leading into a bottle, both of which are located on the outside
of the cage. As of 3/3, 525 ml of water had been collected. This approxi-
mate 1/2 liter of water is a very small amount in relation to the total tank
capacity, but this problem should be investigated in detail after conclusion
of the test.
In addition to the above water collection, it was found on 3/6 that a
small amount of water was leaking from the lip device onto the microswitch
and wiring below. A sponge was installed to absorb the water as it accumu-
lated .
On 3/6, the NOR feeder tape appeared to be hung-up from l800 to 2053
hours, preventing the primate from obtaining food. The clutch engaged, but
would not pull the tape. Afterward, the hang-up appeared to clear itself
and the normal feeder operation was obtained. The primate registered
extreme "displeasure" during this interval.
Test Support Equipment.- The 28 VDC Trygon power supply in Langley rack
was returned to the factory,, shipping date 2/2^ , for repair under the five
year warranty provision. Approximate repair time estimated by the factory
is two weeks. At present, the normal load of the above supply is being
carried by one of the 28 VDC supplies on the Lockheed rack with no excessive
loading.
The hOQ Hz power supply tripped off several times during the day on 2/28,
being started again each time by resetting the HV switch. It was found that
waiting 10 minutes or so before resetting rectified that series of outages.
It has tripped off rather infrequently since that date. On 2/27, the power
supply's filter was thoroughly cleaned; it was found to be quited loaded up
with foreign matter. On 3/6, the flexible duct following the air intake fan
(into the room) was extended directly into the intake filter of the supply in
an effort to maintain as low a cabinet temperature as possible.
The 100 psi regulating valve supplying nitrogen to the jets suffered a
perforated gasket on 2/28 and was replaced by a spare regulator. The damaged
valve was taken to a local repair facility and was returned as repaired on
3A.
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Activity for Week Ending Ik March 1971
Lockheed*- The nitrogen regulator valve (100 psi, jets) reported earlier
as being replaced was returned as repaired from the Instrument Control Service,
Inc. (located in the Pensacola area). The repaired regulator will be kept on
hand as a spare and reinstalled when and if needed.
The water lip switch was found to be spontaneously activated on 3/10-
An ohmmeter check made at the console at wiring board W-ll showed that the
microswitch presently in the circuit, W8S2 (connection terminals 13, l^ v, and
15) was resting in the activated position but that the other of the two
redundant microswitches, W8S1 (connection terminals 10, 11 and 12) was not.
The latter microswitch had "hung up" as reported previously and had been
disconnected from the OR-gate circuit. Now, the W8S1 switch was reconnected
and the W8S2 switch was disconnected to put the lip switch back on line.
Also, on 3/10, difficulty was experienced with the Time/Date TV camera
(Vidicon); the picture became very "washed out" and indistinct. Operation
was switched over from Manual Gain to Automatic Light Control (ALC) by
P. Szuszitsky to recover satisfactory picture quality. In order to conserve
the photo-screen of this Vidicon, the operating routine was modified so as
to turn OFF this camera on alternate days when the Video Tape Recorder (VTR)
is not being used. In addition, picture displacement (slight pan or tilt)
adjustment for the other two (cage) cameras several times per day was also
instituted in order to conserve the screens of these cameras also.
On 3/12, the water lip switch lamp again indicated continuous activation.
An ohmmeter check as per above showed that both microswitches were hung up
this time. It was observed that dried food particles deposited by the pri-
mates had caused the hang up and. authorization was obtained by phone from
E. Mason of LRC to enter the cage to clean the device. The water lip switch
actuator and also the feeder actuator (which also was loaded with particles)
were cleaned out with a damp sponge so that they operated freely. Total
cage entry time was approximately three minutes. It was noted that the
three levers on the Behavior Panel had also been well loaded with food by
6Z2; difficulty was not experienced here so that these levers were not cleaned.
Subsequent ohmmeter continuity checks showed that the W8S2 microswitch was
now resting in the deactivated position but the W8S1 was not. Therefore,
the W8S2 was reconnected (see above) and the W8S1 disconnected to get the
device back into operation.
Also, on 3/12, it was observed that the Mass Measurement System (MMS)
on the LMSC side had again begun malfunctioning (see previous reports). De-
tailed trouble-shooting by the writer this time localized the problem to an
intermittent interval adjustment pot in the excitation DC power supply of
the device. It is believed that the earlier intermittent malfunctions of
the MMS were also of the same cause. The pot, which was at "end of travel"
was readjusted to an in-range position and the system became operable. If
this pot causes future malfunction, the component should be replaced by a
nominally value fixed resistor; this was not done at present due to the
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difficulty (time consumption) of removing the'particular printed circuit board
in order to make the change.
On 3/13> it was observed that the panning capability of the 6Z2 Vidicon
was lost. For the time being, this camera was manually centered to include
all essential components of the cage (see Unplanned Event Report dated 3/13
for details and analysis of problem). Later the same day, the water lip
switch again became "hung up". This time, in the continuity check (Simpson
2oO ohmneter RX1 range), the nicroswitches both indicated normal (unactivatsd).
When operation was then attempted, the panel lamp gave the normal indication
and operation was OK. Perhaps the ohmraeter current passed was sufficient
to clear a "dry circuit" contact condition of the microswitch involved.
Alternately, food particles had again caused this intermittent condition.
Work is continuing by the writer in trouble shooting the electrocardio-
graph (EGG) system. The signal has now been delivered to the LMSC EGG pre-
amplifier. The circuit modifications mailing this possible were:
(1) Substitution of the TEMP receiver for the EGG receiver;
(2) The bypassing of the intervening filtering unit between the
receiver and the demodulator; and
(3) The addition of a DC offset circuit in the last stage of the
(l&M) demodulator to being the DC level into a linear operating
range (not possible with the zeroing control).
Northrop.- The main problem in the NOR system this week is still in the
mechanical food delivery system, although close attention has been given to
this problem so that the manual pellet count has been agreeing closely with
the register count. The problems basically consist of:
(1) Securing sufficient drag on the feeder drum rotation so that it
does not "coast" during delivery, causing slack; and
(2) Obtaining the correct adjustment on the feeder delivery clutch
to allow an orderly pellet alignment.
The first problem was essentially alleviated by the writer, who secured a
cotton clothes line to the drum. Three turns of the line were wrapped around
a groove at the top of the drum and the line was tied fast to a supporting
post. (This is an electrical engineer's solution). Coasting of the drum
has not appeared to occur after this stop-gap solution.
In regard to the second problem, if the clutch adjustment (three set
screws) is too loose, the pellet alignment will separate in various places
negating actual pellet delivery for every actuation of the delivery cycle.
If the adjustment is too tight, the pellets will "bunch up", causing bulges
in the pellet zipper tubing. A bulge can cause "jam-up" of pellets, again
negating delivery for every cycle. On one occasion during the week, this
occurred to the extent that the tubing suffered a small perforation, where
approximately five pellets were lost causing a count discrepancy. At the
present, it is believed that a "near optimum" adjustment of the clutch is
obtained. Food delivery has been going smoothly but the problem is being
closely watched.
A somewhat increased rate of water is being collected from the top part
of the water lip device through the rubber tubing and Into the bottle (all
external to the cage). During the period from 3/3 to 3/8, 410 ml were collec-
ted and on two subsequent days, 60 and 80 ml respectively were collected. This
water leakage does not seem to interfere with the operation of the water
delivery system.
On 3/12, one or more of the feeder sensing holes leading to the Pitron
pressure sensor appeared to be plugged-up, preventing actuation of the Pitron
from mouth suction (or licking) by the primate. Nitrogen blow out could not
free the blockage, as nitrogen flowed through the clear holes preventing the
necessary pressure build-up. Authorization was obtained by phone from E.
Mason to enter the cage and this was done by R. Rancour, freeing the blocked
orifices. Here again, dried food particles appeared to cause the blockage.
Operation of the feeder actuating system was then normal.
On another occasion when the pressure drop to the (feeder) Pitron did
not seem to occur with primate suction, the narrow plastic line leading to
the Pitron was disconnected and manually aspirated by one of the test opera-
tors to clear the line (apparently blocked by a food or water particle).
During the week, operation ceased on the recorder Chan. 36 "event"
galvanometer on the NOR side of the LRC rack. This channel normally gives
timing pulses of several minutes duration on 60 minute intervals. Trouble-
shooting of this problem by the writer uncovered a high resistance circuit
of the galvanometer itself or immediate wiring thereto. This particular
galvanometer is located in a row immediately beneath the pen arms where
accessibility is impossible short of complete disassembly. Existing
spare galvanometer channels were also similarly inaccessible. Therefore,
the problem was not further pursued as this event channel is not crucial
to the test.
Test Support Equipment*- The NAMI Sanitation Department took water
samples from the water tanks of both primates on 3/11. Their check is for
any type of microscopic growth and their findings are negative if we don't
hear from them in one or two days. Their work load hals been taxed lately,
but they will attempt to get back to their regular Wednesday inspection
schedule.
The kOO Hz power supply has been holding up quite well. The only outage
during the week (or slightly into the next week) occurred on 3/15 at approxi-
mately 0200; resetting the HV switch was all that was required to get it
back on line.
Activity for Week Ending 21 March 1971
Lockheed.- The circuit modifications for the 6Z2 EGG telemetry system
were completed by the writer and the EGG recorder tracings began on 3/l6
at 2230 hours. On 3/19 at 1000 hours, the cardiotachometer channel (input
from the EGG signal) was also put into operation with the scale calibration
of 50 to 250 beats per minute (BPM). This particular suppressed-zero range
was requested by J. de Lorge and was instrumented with the aid of a Wavetek
Model 112 function generator (neg. pulse mode).
The circuit and system modifications facilitating the EGG channel opera-
tion are delineated below:
(1) Substitution of the TMP receiver for the EGG (normal) receiver
due to a faulty waveform and instability performance of the latter.
(2) The complete bypassing of the special noise filtering unit inter-
posed between the receiver and the demodulator. (The input thres-
hold level of the filter was too high for the actual signal; the
receiver discriminator circuit actually acts to filter baseline
noise).
(3) A DC offset circuit addition to the L&M demodulator output I-C
stage to shift output to a linear (non-saturated) output level.
It was found that the normal ZERO ADV. control of the demodulator
was inadequate to shift the required DC level.
(k) Circuit design changes were made to the EGG pre-amplifier unit in
order to (a) filter out the high ^ 00 Hz ripple component (trans-
mitter pulse rate frequency) and (b) change amplifier from unity
gain to gain-of-ten to raise level to the approximate 2V QRS pulse
needed to actuate the cardiotachometer H-P Sanborn Mod. 7&0-3A and
give adequate deflection of EGG tracing.
(5) The complete bypassing of the LRC EGG signal conditioner and L.RC
junction box now use direct signal routing from the modified EGG
pre-amplifier to the EGG channel recorder input and cardiotachometer.
The bypassing of these units was done because (a) the LRC EGG
signal conditioner wasn't functioning and circuit diagram was not
at hand, (b) the modifications made to the EGG preamplifier
obviated further signal conditioning, and (c) the junction box
I/O connections were not at hand and this unit was conveniently
bypassed for EGG.
The water lip switch activated spontaneously twice during the report
week, the first time on 3/15 at 0930 and the second on 3/17 at 1515 hours.
In the first case, ohmmeter continuity tests showed that both redundant
microswitches (W8S1 and W8S2 leading to card W-ll) were resting in the
activated position. Authorization was immediately obtained from E. Mason
of LRC to enter the LOG cage for cleaning the lip device. Both lip devices
were then cleaned of dried food particles with wet sponge and the water
aliquot delivery system was then normal. In the second occasion of hang-up,
the lip devices were similarly cleaned (See Unplanned Event Report No. 19
for the details of this occurrence).
1*4-2
On 3/19 at 1640 hours, the LOG Mass Measurement System again became
inoperative (reading zero at all three positions.) Upon trouble-shooting,
the writer found the excitation DC supply again to be malfunctioning. The
internal pot of this supply was again manipulated (restoring operation)
and this time left in the maximum CW position. In addition, contact cleaner
was sprayed into the interior of the pot in an attempt to defer future
trouble during the remainder of the test period.
Northrop.- The NOR food delivery system has been performing quite well
this week, with only two adjustments required of the delivery clutch. On
the first occasion, the clutch was slightly loosened due to the pellet
bunching (staggering of pellet alignment) which had occurred. No count,
discrepancy took place. On the second occasion, bunching occurred and the
zipper tubing separated due to a weak closure spot. Masking tape had been
applied to this spot at the time of pellet loading and it was attempted to
remove it at the exact instant of entering the mandrel. Approximately five
pellets were removed in the process of tubing closure so that the pellet
count for that period was high by that amount.
On 3/l6 at 1000 hours, it was observed that the NOR feeder register
showed a very low pellet delivery. The primate seemed to be unable to ex-
tract his pellet reward. The plastic tubing leading to the (food) Pitron
was disconnected by the writer who then aspirated into the .line, causing
pellet delivery and restoring successful food acquisition by the primate.
Evidently a food or water particle had entered the tubing, causing blockage
or partial blockage.
Water leakage (accumulation) from the NOR water lip device (collected
by bottle) was 77 ml for the 24-hour period of 3/17, 96 ml for the same
period on 3/l8, and l6o ml on 3/20- i '
Trouble-shooting work was begun on 3/20 by the writer on the NOR EGG
system which, like the LOG EGG, had never been operable. As of this writing,
an adequate output has been obtained from the L&M receiver but not through
the Whit taker demodulator. The demodulator was found to be in DC output
negative saturation with GAIN ADV. in maximum and BALANCE ADV. in max. CW.
Trouble-shooting of this unit determined that the above was due to a
DC offset circuit at the input of U-4 which is shown on the diagram but
missing from the actual wiring. The demodulator output was then brought
out of the saturation by decreasing the GAIN ADV. from maximum to approxi-
mately 3/4 maximum. However, the EGG analog was still not present at the
output, only the 500 Hz ripple plus noise appearing. A further experiment
was then made to determine whether the problem lies with the modulation of
the 6z6 implanted transmitter (perhaps a disconnected implanted electrode)
or with the operation of the NOR demodulator per se. The experiment con-
sisted of applying the output of the LOG EGG transmitter (a known good sig-
nal from 6z6) to the input of the NOR demodulator. This connection yielded
a good EGG output analog,indicating that (unfortunately), the signal from
the 6z6 implanted transmitter seems to lack modulation.
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Tgst Support Equipment.- A replacement nitrogen tank was installed on
3/l6 as the pressure of the existing tank had dropped to about 300 psi.
However, the replacement tank available had only an existing pressure of
900 psi but there will probably be adequate nitrogen capacity to complete
the current test period.
Trygon Electronics, Inc., Long Island, N.Y., was contacted by phone on
3/l6 in regard to the 28 VDC (being used in the LRC rack) which was returned
for repair to the factory. Contact was made with Larry Rozner of that firm,
who said that the power supply was received there on 3/12 (it was delivered
to shipping here at HAS on 2/26) and that it would be returned air freight
as repaired on approximately 3/23. The 30 AMP 28 VDC power supply on the
LOG side is presently being tapped for the LRC function.
On 3/18 at 0015 hours, the too Hz power supply tripped OFF. R. Rancour
was contacted (alarm signal received by NAMI Duty Watch) and he found a blown
fuse in the high voltage circuit which was replaced to place the supply on
line again.
SUMMARY OF UNPLANNED EVENTS
A continuous log was maintained to identify unplanned events upon their
occurrence. The NASA Program Manager was informed "by the IMSC Test Director
upon the occurrence of each unplanned event and participated in or was informed
of corrective action taken. Events were assigned a number, date and time
recorded, and troubleshooting and corrective action taken. Table 3 has been
prepared which summarizes the critical data, and interprets the malfunction's
effect on the test as well as offers recommendations for future activity.
Background and history on the malfunctioning item has been included to give
an insight as to probable cause of failure. Appendix B describes the un-
planned events in more detail.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Since NASA was presented with two quite different designs to meet the
same set of performance requirements, the questions to be resolved were:
would the two different design concepts support the primate for long durations,
and what effect would the hardware environment have on the primates?
While both the Lockheed and the Northrop hardware consisted of ground-
test prototype equipment, they were of superior quality, and, in some cases,
were of end-item flight quality. As a result of TFDM testing, some conclusions
are quite clear while others such as the cage shape and recovery techniques,
require some qualification. The following conclusions are presented on the
basis of engineering analysis and performance. They do not reflect behavioral
sciences and analysis.
Conclusions
Cage Subsystem.- The Lockheed cage configuration met all design require-
ments and the recovery technique, that is, the roll-up wall and retrieval,
never failed to work and did provide a very positive recovery of the primate.
The primate adapted quickly to the environment. The pop-up floor and louver
actuators stuck because of the feces on the actuator rods and the many pivot
and hinge points on the louvers. This problem could be solved using double-
acting actuators, but only after careful consideration to meet the require-
ments of recovering a dead primate.
The Northrop cage met all design requirements.
Air Circulation and Temperature Control.- These subsystems are special
for the TFEM ground test hardware, and only flow rates can be evaluated rela-
tive to the waste management system and the primate. Both Lockheed and Northrop
systems were satisfactory, with temperature control more stable on the Lockheed
TFDM. However, since neither system represented a flight environmental control
system, no real comparison could be made relative to flight hardware except
for fan replacement and flow rates, which were satisfactory.
Waste Management System.- Both Lockheed and Northrop waste management
systems performed satisfactorily. The phosphoric acid treatment of fiber-
glass wicking in the Lockheed system is considered to be an advantage in the
control of NH^  and microorganisms, as proven by long-duration closed system
testing done at LMSC, Sunnyvale. The installation of a charcoal bed in the
bottom of the Northrop waste management system in the 200 CFM air flow loop
did reduce fecal odors and is considered desirable. The Lockheed charcoal
bed was in the 12 CFM processed air loop, which was not required in the TFDM
design. However, as testing indicated, such a charcoal bed should be
required.
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Feeder.- The Lockheed feeder mechanical food tablet delivery system, which
supplies tablets to the lip device, never failed to deliver a tablet during
any phase of TFEM testing. The feeder has passed the full vibration require-
ments of S-1B launch vehicle after which the food tablets were dispensed. The
bit-type lip device employed by Lockheed is desirable as the primates adapted
quickly to its operation. However, the food/saliva and feces caused sticking
of the lip device pivots which prevented actuation of the control switches
that energize the feeder mechanical delivery mechanism. While this failure
was random in nature and, in some cases, many days between failures, it proves
the value of long-term development testing in obtaining optimum design of
hardware which must interface with primates over long periods of time without
maintenance.
The Northrop feeder system was unique in design with all tablets within
a zipper tube with storage on a large reel. Therefore, zero-g control of the
tablets is unquestioned. However, many feeder failures occurred over the test
program due to various mechanical problems, synchronization of motor drives,
clutch adjustments to maintain proper zipper tube tension, and motor redundancy
providing back-up system in the case of motor failure. During the Phase III
test, the feeder performed quite well, but required constant surveillance and
adjustment. The vacuum operated lip device was difficult for the primates to
adapt. It was difficult for them to learn to suck on the lip device. When
this was accomplished, the sensing holes would clog with the same type material
as would cause failure of the Lockheed lip device. Further development work
must be done on lip device design because both types tested did not do the
required job.
Waterer.- The Lockheed water storage and dispensing system, not including
the lip device, performed very well during all test programs. The aliquot
accumulators delivered 2.88 to 2.89 cc of water per lip switch actuation
reliably from test to test. The system was completely redundant but only the
primary system was ever used. Microbial control was maintained without water
tank contamination. The lip device, however, again failed several times be-
cause of food and fecal particles again at the pivot points of the lip device
mechanism.
The Northrop system tank storage and solenoid valves performed without
problems. However, the dispensing mechanism would not deliver the same
amount for each actuation and leakage would take place between the stem
valve and piston, and the piston and the metering chamber. This was due
to the grease seal not being effective after many cycles of operation. No
redundant drive motor was provided. Again, the same problem with the lip
device and animal adaptation to sucking.; however, the sensing ports did
not clog with food particles. Another problem with both Northrop lip devices,
i.e., food and water, was voltage drift in the control electronics causing
actuation of the feeder or waterer. This problem is not considered critical,
as electronic design circuit changes could prevent this for flight applica-
tions. This, however, did cause problems during all test phases.
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Biotelemetry System.- Both the Lockheed and Northrop receiving systems
operated well below performance levels. With considerable effort and many
electronic modifications and calibrations, the system, at the end of the
Phase III test, was performing their best. Ho real conclusions can be
determined on relative merits of the two systems and much development work
needs to be done in this area.
Activity Monitor.- The photocell cages activity monitors for both Lockheed
and Northrop worked satisfactorily. The photocell installation had to be re-
worked as a result of damage by a technician during the Phase II test and later
internal damage by the primate. This was repaired, and no problems existed
during the Phase III test.
Behavioral Task Panel.- The Lockheed unit performed throughout the entire
test series without failure, meeting a-H design requirements. The Northrop
unit also performed well with only microswitch failure during one test series.
Behavioral Programmer.- Northrop built both behavioral programmers used
in all test series. These units were actually ground test units designed
for training purposes and primate performance shaping. The units were of
the solid state electronic design and during the Phase III test, performed
satisfactorily.
Avoidance.- The Northrop avoidance task system utilizing the moving shock
wall proved to be the most satisfactory design. The Lockheed gas jet system
would not always present a noxious stimulus of enough magnitude to drive the
primate to the retrieval canister.
Exerciser.- The Lockheed telescopic type exerciser proved to be a con-
tinuing problem throughout all testing. To fabricate a mechanical device
with extremely low friction loads and maintain those same loads for long
durations does not appear to be feasible. While the primate adapted to the
use of the exerciser, various failures tended to extinguish his performance.
The device was reworked for the Phase II and III tests, with improvement
shown at the conclusion of each of these tests. However, performance still
does not meet requirements.
The Northrop exerciser employed the use of push-button light combinations,
one set located at the top of the cage near the ceiling and one set located
near the floor. As the two top lights were programmed "on", the animal was
required to push both buttons simultaneously, which would then cause the bottom
two lights to be energized, forcing him to move to the bottom to extinguish
both lights simultaneously. This sequence was established by the counts set
into the behavioral programmer. No malfunction in this system was realized
during Phase III testing.
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Sound Detection.- Both the Lockheed and Northrop sound detection systems,
designed to record primate vocalizations, did not meet requirements. Two
problems existed in the designs; (l) Background ambient noise levels were
high enough to actuate the voice operated relay. When the gain of the sys-
tem was lowered, the system would not pick up the primate vocalization, and
(2) Due to the fact that continuous tape recorders were not employed, tape
start-up time would not permit recording of the animal's first vocalization.
To solve this problem, a continuous type recorder will have to be used.
Further development must be done in this area to optimize the system for
this specific task.
Mass Measurement System.- Both the Lockheed and Northrop systems
utilized non-zero g type mass measurement systems. Both TFDM's employed
the use of load cell type transducers for mass determinations. Since these
systems are of a non-flight nature, no real comparison can be made relative
to future flight designs. However, for ground test purposes, both systems
operated within acceptable limits.
Illumination System.- Both Lockheed and Northrop illumination systems
met design requirements throughout all testing. No major problems were
experienced with the exception of bulb failure within both the Lockheed and
Northrop behavioral task panels. However, redundancy in the design prevented
failure of the component.
Television Systems.- The Lockheed television system employed the use of
a Cohu aerospace qualified TV camera. This system was mounted in the
P&F Research pan and tilt assembly. While some problems were experienced
during the test series with the vendor supplied TV camera, proper service
and maintenance prior to the Phase III test resulted in satisfactory per-
formance from the camera system. The P&F Research pan and tilt unit failed
during the Phase II and III tests in pan movement. This problem was partially
due to extreme camera angle position and the weight of the cable at the end
of the camera, causing the internal dry slip clutches to be actuated. The
camera system did meet all resolution requirements at both wide angle and
high resolution position settings. The side TV camera was demonstrated
during the acceptance test at LMSC. A second Cohu camera for the side
position was not purchased, and therefore, evaluation of the side TV
position cannot be made.
The Northrop television system employed the use of a commercial model
Cohu camera mounted on a pan and tilt assembly. Some problems were experienced
with this system; however, proper maintenance for Phase III test produced very
satisfactory results. The two-position turret lens system provided adequate
high resolution and wide angle coverage of the cage. Better viewing of the
social window would be desirable as considerable time was spent by the primate
in this area. This system, as well as the Lockheed system, does not represent
true flight hardware configurations, and only can be evaluated in camera
viewing angles relative to the cage. If two cameras are used, the Lockheed
system would be more desirable. If one camera was to be used, the Northrop
cage and camera configuration is most desirable.
Recommendations
If a selected total TFIM system is to "be made with the results of all
testing to date used as the criteria for selection, the system must evolve
as a composite of both the Lockheed and Northrop TFDM's. In the selection
of hardware, consideration must be given to the type of mission to be flown.
If we assume an OPE mission on board a Skylab vehicle with man in the
loop as proposed in Reference 6, the recommended TFIM configuration would
be as follows:
1. Cage/Retrieval System Northrop
2. TV System Northrop
3. Waste Management System Northrop/Lockheed
k. Feeder Lockheed
5. Waterer Lockheed
6. Feeder Lip Device Development Required
7. Water Lip Device Development Required
8. Behavioral Task Panel Lockheed
9. Exerciser Northrop
10. Biomedical Monitoring System Development Required
It is further recommended that development, design, fabrication, and
test be done on feeder lip devices, water lip devices, biomedical monitoring
systems, and flight-type mass measurement systems. These programs must be
structured to permit use of primate testing to prove the performance of the
hardware.
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ABSTRACT
This report summarizes the design, development, testing, and
refurbishment of two Technical Feasibility Demonstration Models (TFEM's)
of a configuration for the Orbiting Primate Experiment hardware. One
TFDM was developed by Northrop Aircraft Corporation, and the other was
developed by Lockheed Missiles and Space Company (iMSC). Emphasis of
this report is on the refurbishment of the two TFEM's by DISC for the
Phase III test series and presents the results of the subsequent 60-day
TFD Medical Protocol iftase III test at KAMI, Pensacola, Florida. Objective
evaluation is made of the performance capability of the two contractor's
hardware configurations to meet NASA payload performance requirements.
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GLOSSARY
AAP Apollo Application Program
AVD Avoidance Task
CM Cubic Feet per Minute
C02 Carbon Dioxide
DB-1 NASA-Ames Implantable ECG Transmitter - Lockheed Phase III
DB-6 NASA-Ames Implantable ECG Transmitter - Northrop Phase III
DT-1 NASA-Ames Implantable Temperature Transmitter - Northrop Phase III
DT-5 NASA-Ames Implantable Temperature Transmitter - Lockheed Phase III
ECG Electrocardiogram
EMI Electromagnetic Interference
fpm feet per minute (air velocity)
Ilk Interlocking (lever response task)
LMSC Lockheed Missiles and Space Company
MM Mass Measurement
MMS Mass Measurement System
NAMI Naval Aerospace Medical Institute
N2 Nitrogen
NH Ammonia
NOR Northrop
TFD Technical Feasibility Demonstration
TFDM Technical Feasibility Demonstration Model
Tim Timing (lever response task)
Vig Vigilance (lever response task)
VTR Video Tape Recorder
2Z& NAMI Test Primate Identification - Lockheed TFDM Phase I
3Z2 NAMI Test Primate Identification - Northrop TFDM Phase I
6Z2 NAMI Test Primate Identification - Lockheed TFDM Phase III
6Z6 NAMI Test Primate Identification - Northrop TFDM Phase III
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APPENDIX B
UNPLANNED EVENTS
B-i
UNPLANNED EVENT #1
DATE: 2/8/71
TIME: 1212
DESCRIPTION; The UOO Hz, 3 0 power supply shut down. Removed all the
power loading from the unit and attempted to reset it. However, the
effort was futile. It would not remain in the operate mode.
HISTORY LEADING TO THE EVENT; There was no preliminary evidence to suspect
that the power supply would fail to perform satisfactorily. During the
refurbishment phase of this test, new power output tubes were procured
and installed. The supply vas setup and adjusted per the manufacturer's
instructions. All voltages and currents were nominal.
ANALYSIS: Checked all the fuses and found the high voltage fuse, HVBJ? blown.
Replaced it and initiated the supply time delay warm-up mode. While in this
mode, it was noted that the "B" side of 02 quiescent plate current I indi-
cated negative. When the high voltage was turned on, the unit did not shut
down but this same plate current reading pegged the meter in the positive
direction. Problem Isolated to an open cathode meter precision shunt resis-
tor in the power amplifier section. Replaced the resistor and fired up the
supply. Satisfactory performance resulted.
EFFECT ON TEST; The 1*00 Hz power supply is classified as a critical piece
of equipment required for primate life support. There was a minor effect
on the test as it prevented proper system operation for approximately 6
hours.
RECOMMENDATIONS; Closer observance of the power supply's operating para-
meters will be initiated. These data points will be recorded three (3)
times daily along with the TFDM Engineering Data. It is anticipated that
this data will give some insight to a developing problem, thus, preventing
an actual power loss to the system.
B-l
UNPLANNED EVENT #2
DATE: 2/8/71
TIME: 1400
DESCRIPTION; The llpswitch on the LMSC feeder hung up in the activated
position.
HISTORY LEADING TO THE EVENT; During the last test, the lip switch hung
up several times due to food particles lodged in the mechanism. However,
the lipswitch assembly was removed during the refurbishment phase of this
test and modified to minimize this problem. To date, no problems have been
evident.
ANALYSIS; No specific trouble shooting was performed on this item other
than to verify electrically that the switch was actually activated. All
of the effort at the time was being put in on the 400 Hz supply. Evidently,
the primate cleared the lipswitch after approximately 30 minutes. Since the
UOO Hz power was down at the time, and since 4^OO Hz is required to run the
feeder, suspect that the primate got excited and wedged a particle into the
lip device while attempting to get a pellet. No corrective action was taken
because the primate cleared it himself.
EFFECT ON TEST: There was no effect on the test due to the unplanned event
of the 400 Hz supply.
RECOMMENDATIONS; A close surveillance will be performed on the lipswitch.
B-2
UNPLANNED EVENT #3
DATE: 2/9/71
TIME: 0930
DESCRIPTION; The IM3C mass measurement system became erratic and started
indicating erroneous readings. The unit would not respond to calibration
adjustments.
HISTORY; There was no prior evidence as to what may have caused this event
to occur. The unit had been performing satisfactorily.
ANALYSIS; The unit was removed from the console in anticipation of finding
a bad calibration potentiometer. However, the potentiometer checked out OK.
The unit was then reconnected to the console and it started to perform
satisfactorily. It can be concluded that this event is an intermittent
problem and will require additional surveillance.
EFFECT ON TEST; There was no effect on the test during the period when
the unit was not operating correctly. Primate weight had been obtained
prior to the unplanned event.
RECOMMENDATIONS: Continue to observe the performance of the unit. If and
when it fails again, trouble shoot the unit without electrically disconnecting
from the console.
B-3
UNPLANNED EVENT
DATE: 2/9/71
TIME: 1000
DESCRIPTION; The hOO Hz power supply shut down. Removed the load but unit
would not remain in the operate mode upon resetting it.
HISTORY LEADING TO EVENT; There was no preliminary warning given by the
supply that it was going to give up. The engineering date did not reveal
any abnormal conditions. This same event has occurred several times in
the past.
ANALYSIS; In checking the fuses, found the high voltage fuse blown. Re-
placed the fuse and the supply performed satisfactorily.
EFFECT ON TEST; This event did not have a significant effect on the test..
It was back on the air within three (3) minutes.
RECOMMENDATIONS; Since it cannot be specifically determined at this time
as to why the high voltage fuse blows, observation of the supply will con*
tinue.
B-U
UNPLANNED EVENT #5
DATE: 2/7/71
TIME: 0050
DESCRIPTION; Smoke detector sounded the alarm for .the NOR-TFDM.
HISTORY LEADING TO THE EVENT: It was noted prior to the start of this test
that several alarms in both cages had sounded. The Johnson Service Company
representative was called in to readjust the sensitivity of all heads. All
systems have operated satisfactorily since then.
ANALYSIS; Trouble shooting the system did not reveal any discrepancies with
the system. The NOR head was removed and sensitivity decreased by one (l)
division. Since it appears that the smoke detector heads are also slightly
sensitive to airflow and temperature (although the manufacturer disclaims
this), it is concluded that the head was set such that its threshold was
on the borderline of triggering.
EFFECT ON TEST; There was no effect on the test as it was a false alarm
and did not interfere or disrupt primates in any manner.
RECOMMENDATIONS; If the event occurs again, it is suggested that the Johnson
Service Company representative be called in for assistance.
B-5
UNPLANNED EVENT NO. 6
DATE: 2/17/71
TIME: 0830
DESCRIPTION; The photo cell activity counter on the IMSC console appeared
to be hung up and would not count events. The problem occurred vhen an
attempt was made to manually reset the counter.
HISTORY LEADING TO THE EVENT; There was no prior indication that this failure
would occur. In fact, this is the first time that a problem has existed with
the IMSC Sodeco counters.
ANALYSIS; The counter was replaced by exchanging it with the field strength
activity counter.
EFFECT ON TEST; There was no effect on the test as this photo cell activity
event is also recorded on the LRC rack.
RECOMMENDATIONS; Continue to observe and verify proper operation of this
function.
B-6
UNPLANNED EVENT #7
DATE: 2/18/71
TIME: 1230
DESCRIPTION; The LRC 2k VDC Trygon power supply became inoperative.
HISTORY LEADING TO THE EVENT; There was no preliminary evidence given to
suspect that the power supply would fail.
ANALYSIS; Power supply was physically removed from the LRC rack and tempor-
ary substitute power supply was installed.
EFFECT ON TEST; There was a slight effect on the primates due to this event
as this power supply controls the night cycle, i.e., lights off, TV off, and
programmers in "off" mode. However, while the supplies were being exchanged,
the cage lights, TV systems and VTR were switched on manually and the pro-
grammers switched from the "night" mode to the "programmed" mode. Thus, the
primates were in the unexpected night cycle for only approximately 10 minutes.
RECOMMENDATIONS; Initiate repair of the power supply and reinstall in the
LRC rack.
B-7
UNPLANNED EVENT #8
DATE: 2/19/71
TIME: 1318
DESCRIPTION; When the reward mode of the programmer in the NOR console is
in the "both" food and water reward position, it is noted sometimes that
the water system is immediately disarmed upon delivery of food. , Thus, the
primate cannot always obtain the water reward if food is selected first.
HISTORY LEADING TO THE EVENT: This problem has not been noted in the past.
Prior to the last test, the reward available mode of the programmer was
modified to provide, by operator selection, "both" or "either" food and
water. The circuit performed satisfactorily.
ANALYSIS; The problem is caused by the NOR feeder operation which injects
noise spikes into the reward available circuitry of the programmer. The
addition of the feeder and waterer operation alarm circuitry prior to the
start of this test has provided for additional wiring between the feeder and
the programmer which created higher electrical coupling between these two
systems. The corrective action on this item is to provide sufficient noise
suppression circuitry in the feeder control box and at the programmer's
reward available circuitry.
EFFECT ON THE TEST; This event does not have a significant effect on the
test. The principal investigator still has the option to select "water only"
for the reward if it is felt that the primate is not selecting sufficient
water rewards.
RECOMMENDATIONS; The noise suppression filtering should be performed when
sufficient time is available and at a time as to minimize affect on the
primate. It will be necessary to remove feeder electrical power during the
installation of filters in the control box. For future designs, it is
highly recommended that solid state motor control switching be employed
in lieu of the presently used electromechanical relays.
B-8
UNPLANNED EVENT #9
DATE: 2/21/71
TIME: 0848
DESCRIPTION; The 400 Hz power supply dropped out.
HISTORY LEADING TO THE EVENT; This same event has occurred several times
in the past. The established diagnostic engineering data has not yet
revealed any specific evidence as to vhy this unplanned event continues.
ANALYSIS; The TFDM load was removed from the power supply and the unit was
reset. The load was reapplied and the unit held in. All currents and
voltages were nominal. The environmental temperature in the room, where
the power supply is physically located, ranges approximately from 86°F to
96°F. There is only one (l) fan in the room and that is an exhaust type.
When time permits, another fan will be Installed to force in the cooler
outside air, increase the overall air circulation and reduce room tempera-
ture. It cannot be concluded at this time that this will provide a solution
to the present problem, but it will yield a more reasonable operating
environment for the supply.
EFFECT ON THE TEST; There was virtually no effect on the test due to this
unplanned event. The TFDM's were still in the night cycle. Thus, the only
TFDM systems affected were the air circulation systems of both cages. How-
ever, the 400 Hz power source was only off for approximately one (l) minute.
RECOMMENDATIONS; Continue to obtain and observe the diagnostic engineering
data on the power supply. Since the output phases are not exactly 120
apart, it is highly recommended that the oscillator schematics be obtained
from power supply vendor and the necessary phase angle adjustments be
performed at that time.
B-9
UNPLANNED EVENT #10
DATE: 2/21/71
TIME: 1000
DESCRIPTION; Noted that the Behavioral Programmer (LMSC console) was hung
up in the VIG task. The test or reference clicks were not working. The
primate actuated the handle 17^ - times.
HISTORY LEADING TO THE EVENT; DISC test personnel "became aware of this event
by observing the LRC cumulative recorder. It registered an abnormal high count
of handle actuations without a success. The VIG penalty was not imposed.
ANALYSIS; Further investigation indicated that this was the first task of the
primate's day cycle. Evidently, when the programmer was switched from the
night to the day mode, the circuitry that accepts the 1st handle actuation
was inhibited such that the task would not start functioning. The programmer
was then manually sequenced from VIG to TIM. The TIM task performed satis-
factorily. The VIG task also performed satisfactorily when its sequence
came up again. It can be concluded that this event is of the "one-time"
occurrence type ani no specific diagnostic information can be obtained.
EFFECT ON TEST; This event temporarily affected the primate in that he was
inhibited from performing the task in a normal routine manner. The elapsed
time of this unplanned event was approximately 35 minutes. However, the next
time the VTG component sequenced on, the primate responded cautiously but
performed the task successfully.
RECOMMENDATIONS; It is recommended that this function be closely observed for
the remainder of the test. It is also highly recommended that EMI suppression
techniques be employed throughout the system for future hardware.
B-10
UNPLANNED EVENT #11
DATE: 2/21/71
TIME: 1305
DESCRIPTION; The IMSC Mass Measurement system appears to be indicating
an erroneous reading for primate "body weight. The present readout indicates
an approximate 7.5 Ibs. body weight. The primate's weight at 0900 this A M
was 12.06 Ibs.
HISTORY LEADING TO THE EVENT: This same event has occurred in the past (ref.
Event No. 3).The system had been performing satisfactorily since the last
unplanned event.
ANALYSIS; The unit would also not respond correctly in the calibrate or
the zero adjust modes. Power was removed from the unit in anticipation of
removing it from the console when time permitted. However, at 1500 hours,
the unit was turned on again and operated correctly. It can be concluded
that an intermittent problem still exists within the unit. The load cells
appear to be functioning correctly.
EFFECT ON TEST; This event did not have any significant effect on the test
as the primate's weight had been correctly obtained at 0900 in the morning.
RECOMMENDATIONS; Continue to observe this function. Since the problem is of
an intermittent nature, it is highly recommended that when the time allows,
base line engineering data on circuit performance be obtained to facilitate
more meaningful trouble shooting analysis if and when the event occurs again.
B-ll
UNPLANNED EVENT #12
DATE: 2/23/71
TIME: 0910
DESCRIPTION: The LMSC Mass Measurement system appears to be working
improperly.
HISTORY LEADING TO THE EVENT; This same event has occurred on two previous
occasions. However, the problem is intermittent and is, therefore, very
difficult to isolate so that the necessary corrective action can be pursued.
ANALYSIS; The unit was removed from the rack without interrupting the power
to it. Midway through the trouble shooting analysis, the unit started to
work OK. An attempt was made to try and create the problem again, but it
was not successful. While the unit was out of the rack, the neon tube for
the "tens" digit was replaced as it was not glowing properly. Also, voltage
readings were obtained throughout the circuit so that comparison could be
made when the unit is in a failure mode.
EFFECT ON THE TEST; This event caused a slight delay in obtaining the pri-
mate's daily weight. At 1020 hours, the AVD task was performed in order to
tare the system and then primate weight was obtained.
RECOMMENDATIONS; Leave the MMS control unit out of the rack but in an
operational mode in order to facilitate easier and faster trouble shooting
if and when the event occurs again.
B-12
UNPLANNED EVENT #13
DATE: 2/23/71
TIME: 1100
DESCRIPTION: IWSC water system lip switch indicated "activated" on console
panel without the primate actuating the lip switch.
HISTORY LEADING TO THE EVENT; There was no prior evidence given to suspect
that this event would occur. The water system lip device was thoroughly
cleaned and the switches replaced during the refurbishment period. The
entire system was checked out and was operating properly.
ANALYSIS; Visually observed the lip switch actuator via the zoom lens TV
system and the side TV port. The actuator looked normal. Problem was
electrically isolated to a faulty microswitch (W85l) within the lip device
assembly. Electrically bypassed this switch function (it is redundified
by W852) on the Wll logic card at the console. System then performed
properly.
EFFECT ON THE TEST; There was virtually no effect on the test, as the
problem was immediately observed when it occurred. The primate was not
effected as the programmer was switched from the"food and water" reward
mode to "food" reward for approximately 25 minutes while corrective
action was being pursued.
RECOMMENDATIONS: Continue to observe this function for any additional
abnormalities that may occur.
B-13
UNPLANNED EVENT #lU
DATE: 2/23/71
TIME: 1737
DESCRIPTION: The airflow control warning light on the NOR console
illuminated.
HISTORY LEADING TO THE EVENT; There was no history indicated or noted
prior to the occurrence of this event.
ANALYSIS; Observed and verified proper air circulation fan operation.
While performing a visual inspection of chamber and TPDM, it was noted
that the air inlet flow control gate on the TFDM had fallen out of its
retainer. This problem was evidently caused by test personnel accidently
kicking the gate while obtaining the feeder physical pellet count. The
corrective action taken on this item was to reinstall gate and reinforce
it with sealing tape around the open slot.
EFFECT ON TEST; There was virtually no effect on the test due to this
event. The problem was corrected within 5 minutes of its occurrence.
RECOMMENDATIONS; Continue to observe this function. All test personnel
have been instructed to use caution while obtaining the pellet count.
UNPLANNED EVENT #15
DATE: 2/25/71
TIME: 0130
0530
0625
0730
DESCRIPTION; The hOO Hz power supply dropped out four (k) times during the
early morning hours as indicated above.
HISTORY LEADING TO THE EVENT; Again, there was no preliminary warning given
to suspect that the supply would drop out. The engineering data obtained at
2300 hours the preceding day indicated a normal operating condition existed.
All the voltages and currents were within nominal values.
ANALYSIS; Each time the supply dropped out, it was manually reset. The
supply successfully held in each time. The additional ventilation fan was
operating and the room temperature was approximately j8°F, which is a reason-
able value. At this point in time, it is suspected that the problem is not
caused by external load peripherals but rather by internal overvoltage auto-
matic shutdown circuitry. Two courses of corrective action are planned. First,
the overvoltage crowbar components will be replaced, and second, the line-to-
line phase angles will be adjusted to yield equal line-to-line output voltages
between all phases. There exists an approximate 8 VAC difference between two
of the phases. Thus, the 3 0 kQO Hz oscillator will be adjusted to insure
that all three outputs have 120° of phase shift between them.
EFFECT ON THE TEST: These unplanned events occurred during the "night" cycle
of the primate's day. The only systems affected during the time the 1»00 Hz
was offline were the air circulation systems and the LMSC heater system. The
maximum time these systems were off was 35 minutes. Thus, there was no major
effect on the test.
RECOMMENDATIONS; The two corrective action items as indicated above should be
accomplished as soon as possible, but at a time when it will have a minimum
affect on the primate.
B-15
UNPLANNED EVENT #16
DATE: 2/25/71
TIME: 1000
DESCRIPTION; The NOR bottom right hand (monkey pilot) exc. button switch did
not appear to be operating properly. TV observation indicated that the pri-
mate did not have to hit this button in order to satisfy the lower function
of this task.
HISTORY LEADING TO THE EVENT; Prior to this, the improper operation of this
function was not evident. The exc. component was checked out prior to the
start of this test and appeared to be operating satisfactory. The event has
not been noticed before this time as the primate has just recently started
to learn this task.
ANALYSIS; Trouble shooting this event revealed that the switch on this lower
exc. button was actuated 100$ of the time. Thus, the primate was only re-
quired to actuate the left-hand button in order to satisfy the lower function.
The corrective action taken was to reform the switch actuator so as to
allow the switch to be normally open.
EFFECT ON TEST; There was a slight effect on the primate because he was
starting to learn the task incorrectly. However, the problem was quickly
remedied and the primate responded rapidly.
RECOMMENDATIONS; Continue to observe this function and verify proper opera-
tion. For future designs, it is recommended that higher quality switches be
employed. It is suspected that this switch actuator took on a permanent set
while undergoing the stimulus applied to it during all of the OPE testing.
B-16
UNPLANNED EVENT #17
DATE: 2/25/71
TIME: 1137
DESCRIPTION; All main power (except 1*00 Hz) for both the LMSC and NOR TFDM
systems was interrupted for approximately 20 seconds.
HISTORY LEADING TO THE EVENT; No preliminary warning was given to IMSC test
personnel that this event would occur.
ANALYSIS; It was discovered that NAME personnel were checking out emergency
standby power equipment. The problem was attributed to human error as the
incorrect circuit breaker was thrown to the off position. This breaker is
the main 100 amp. 60 Hz panel breaker and is properly labeled "do not turn
off".
EFFECT ON TEST; There was a slight effect on the test because both systems
were completely inoperative for that period of time. All systems except for
the TV systems responded OK when power was restored. The auto target thres-
hold on NOR TV system required readjustment before satisfactory performance
could be obtained. The horizontal sync frequency of the LMSC TV system was
not stable for approximately 30 minutes after the event occurred. However,
it settled down and satisfactory performance was restored.
RECOMMENDATIONS; It was requested that NAMI personnel contact LMSC test
personnel prior to performing any function that may affect or inhibit proper
TFDM test operations.
B-17
UNPLANNED EVENT #18
DATE: 3/13/71
TIME: 1120
DESCRIPTION; The TV camera (Vidicon) for the IMSC cage would not Pan
(side to side), giving only vertical motion with controls.
HISTORY LEADING TO EVENT ; Had observed within the last week or so that
the panning action was "rough" or "spotty" instead of smooth and continuous.
Failure in panning motion occurred in the same manner near the beginning of
the present 60-day test period. At that time, the Vidicon was removed from
its mounting, manipulated manually, and reinstalled. Operation then appeared
again normal.
ANALYSIS; With actuation of the Pan-and-Tilt switch in the Pan direction,
it was observed that the panning motor energized and rotated but that the
Vidicon did not turn. However, manual rotation of the camera was possible.
Presumedly, this is a gear meshing problem as had been experienced earlier.
The camera was then manually manipulated and centered so as to cover all
essential components of the cage. However, the manipulating did not restore
normal action this time as had occurred last time.
ON TEST; Essentially, no effect on primate or on test. Sufficient
field of view is present with the manual centering.
RECOMMENDATIONS ; Disassemble mechanism after the end of the test to thoroughly
analyze gear meshing situation and take appropriate action.
B-18
UNPLANNED EVERT #19
DATE: 3/17/71
TIME: 1515
DESCRIPTION; The activated lamp for the water system lip device on the LOG
side became spontaneously energized.
HISTORY LEADING TO THE EVENT; The above has occurred a number of times in
the past three weeks as per previous reports. In some instances, it was
possible to disconnect a "hung-up" lip (micro) switch at the WC rack and
wire-in the other (redundant) switch. On other occasions, when both of
the microswitches were hung-up, it was necessary to enter the cage (after
authorization) and clean the obstructing dried food particles from around
the lip switch arm.
CORRECTIVE ACTION; Due to the time of occurrence, it was not possible to
contact E. Mason of LRC (probably between office and home), so that the
writer directed R. Rancour by phone to enter the cage for the usual clean-
ing of the switch mechanism with wet sponge. After the cleaning, the switch
lever again worked freely (it had food accumulation on it) and the water
aliquot system again became operable.
EFFECT ON TEST; Only a minimal effect on the primate took place as the
operation took only 2 or 3 minutes and the primate was quite unconcerned.
RECOMMENDATIONS; The principal cause for the above lip device hang-up as
well as the NOR food lip device hang-up which have occurred is the deposition
of chewed food particles which when dry become like an adhesive or cement.
It is recommended that for future tests, the possibility be investigated of
somewhat changing the fabrication process of the food pellets to mitigate
this problem. In addition, the design of the switch mechanism (including
the mounting of the microswitches) should be reviewed for possible improve-
ment of the situation.
B-19
UNPLANNED EVENT #20
DATE: 3/25/71
TIME: 0901
DESCRIPTION; The NOR Mass Measurement door would not close automatically
after primate entered chamber during the AVD task. However, the moving
wall retracted properly.
HISTORY LEADING TO THE EVENT; There was no prior evidence or preliminary
warning given to suspect that this event would occur.
ANALYSIS; The Mass Measurement door would also not close by the console's
manual control switch. Visual inspection of the door assembly external to
the TPTM revealed that the "door closed" microswitch was hung up in the
activated position. This was caused by an accumulation of dirt particles
in the actuator hinge. Cleaned and oiled hinge assembly.
EFFECT ON TEST; There was no significant effect on the test as the problem
was immediately resolved.
RECOMMENDATION; Future designs should incorporate dust shields on the hinge
pivot area.
B-20
UNPLANNED EVENT #21
DATE: U/3/71
TIME:
DESCRIPTION ; The UOO Hz, 30 power supply shut down.
HISTORY LEADING TO THE EVENT; There have been a number of shut downs of
this supply during the test (ref. Unplanned Event Nos. 1, 4, 9, and 15).
However, the engineering data obtained on this supply at 2300 hours did
not give any indication that the unit would shut down. It has also been
noted that the majority of these events have occurred during the primate
"night cycle" which is the minimum load condition.
ANALYSIS; Found the high voltage fuse blown. Replaced the fuse and initiated
the time delay warm-up mode. In this mode, the quiescent plate current for
02 "A" power output amplifier indicated negative. When the high voltage was
applied, the plate current pegged the meter in the positive direction. These
are the same symptoms that occurred for Unplanned Event No. 1 on 8 Feb. 1971*
with exception that the problem existed with the "B" side of 02.
The power amplifier section was removed and again an open cathode precision
shunt resistor was found. It is highly suspected that the failure was caused
by a momentary short within the power output tube. If the high voltage fuse
does not open (blow) soon enough, then the excess plate current continues to
flow through this precision resistor causing it to dissipate higher power
than its rating. The resistor was replaced, along with the overvoltage pro-
tection crowbar device which had previously failed.
EFFECT ON TEST; As previously stated, the UOO Hz power supply is classified as
a critical piece of primate life support equipment. The downtime of the unit
allowed 6Z2 to "sleep- in" for an extra 36 minutes.
RECOMMENDATIONS ; Continue to obtain and record the pertinent engineering data.
If future requirements dictate that this supply be employed for additional
testing, it is highly recommended that it be returned to the manufacturer for
update modifications and complete refurbishment.
B-21
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APPENDIX E
BIOTELEMETRY CALIBRATION CURVES
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